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Factory name
IEM
Date(s) in facility
PC(s)
Number of workers
Product(s)
Production processes
[Status] [Status] [Status] [Status] [Status] [Status] [Status] [Status]
FLA Code/Compliance Issue
Country Law/Legal 
Reference
FLA Benchmark Noncompliance Risk of Noncompliance 
 Evidence of Noncompliance 
(Uncorroborated)
If Not Corroborated, Explain Why
Sources/Documentation Used for 
Corroborating
PC Remediation Plan
Target Completion 
Date
Company Follow Up                                                     
(August 19-20, 2008)
Documentation
Completed, 
Pending, 
Ongoing
Company Follow Up                                           
(September 2009)
Documentation
Completed,  
Pending,  
Ongoing
Company Follow Up                                           
(November 10, 2010)
Documentation
Completed,  
Pending, 
Ongoing
Company Follow Up                                                                           
(July 29, 2011)
Documentation
Completed, 
Pending, 
Ongoing
Company Follow Up                                                                           
(October 2011)
Documentation
Completed, 
Pending, 
Ongoing
Company Follow Up                                                                           
(June 2012)
Documentation
Completed, 
Pending, 
Ongoing
Company Follow Up                                                                           
(January 8, 2013)
Documentatio
n
Completed, 
Pending, 
Ongoing
Company Follow Up                                                                           
(February 26, 2013)
Documentatio
n
Completed, 
Pending, 
Ongoing
External Verification 
(Date)
Documentation
Company Follow Up 
(Cite Date of Planned or 
Follow-up Visit, if 
Appropriate)
Documentation
Company Follow Up 
(Cite Date of Planned or 
Follow-up Visit, if 
Appropriate)
Documentation
1. Code Awareness
Worker/Management Aw areness 
of Code
FLA Principle of Monitoring, Obligation of 
Companies: Ensure that all Company factories as w ell 
as contractors and suppliers inform their employees 
about the w orkplace standards orally and through the 
posting of standards in a prominent place (in the local 
languages spoken by employees and managers) and 
undertake other efforts to educate employees about the 
standards on a regular basis.
Code of conduct (COC) w as not 
posted. According to 
management, the company has 
not provided code standards to 
post.
Monitors corroborated w ith visual inspection and 
management interview s.
1) Factory management to create and implement training w ork plan that: a) 
describes factory's commitment to prepare employees for their jobs by increasing 
know ledge on PC's w orkplace standards; b) defines training obligations, types of 
training needed (job related, w orkplace rules including PC’s COC standards) and 
training opportunities for employees to gain know ledge and skills needed to do 
jobs and have aw areness of rights and responsibilities; c) assigns someone to 
be responsible for managing education and training implementation obligations. 
Documentation to be submitted: 1) education and training w ork plan; 2) 
training materials; 3) proposed training dates based on plan. Factory management 
to submit documentation to regional PC representative.
June 20, 2007 Pending: Factory has not provided verbal training to all 
w orkers on adidas-Group's Workplace Standards. 
Additionally, not all w orkers are aw are of the factory policy 
and procedures.
Training records, 
management and 
w orker interview s
Pending Per factory audit, factory to establish ongoing verbal 
training to all w orkers on policy procedures and code of 
conduct as of September 2009. SEA Team to verify 
training w ithin 60 days to verify proper execution.
Training records; 
management and 
w orker interview s
Pending Factory has begun to include verbal training on adidas-
Group's COC during their annual training courses to 
management, supervisors and w orkers. How ever, it is 
not clear if  factory provides such training during 
induction training. Factory management to ensure that 
verbal training on the adidas-Group Workplace 
Standards are included during induction training modules 
in addition to annual refresher course. 
Training materials; 
management and w orker 
interview s
Ongoing Ongoing: 1 a-b) Factory provided sign-up sheet for training on 
disciplinary procedures and adidas-Group' standards given July 
6, 2011 to 24 supervisors and managers. Copy of sign-up sheet 
for 2 w orkers' induction training also submitted. Yet no copy of 
training materials w as provided. Please provide a copy of training 
materials (i.e., the  information given during these trainings). Also, 
please indicate how  factory management w ill schedule and 
conduct training to ALL managers, supervisors, and w orkers on 
the adidas-Group Workplace Standards, as entire w orkforce is 
required to receive verbal training on Workplace Standards upon 
hire and at least once annually after that. c) Please indicate w ho 
is responsible for scheduling, conducting and verifying that 
w orkers' training takes place and covers all required and needed 
information. 
Training photos, sign-up 
sheets
Ongoing 1-2) Completed. [Employee name], HR assistant, has been designated as 
the person to conduct these trainings. Topics included: w ork standards, 
OT policy, disciplinary procedures, policy on credits, harassment and 
abuse, H&S, mission and vision. This training w as given to 100% of all 
w orkers, and in a separate session to supervisors, department leads, 
and managers. In mid-May 2011, company began to give induction 
trainings to new ly hired w orkers, and utilized a tri-fold handout (w ith 
training  information summarized on 1 page document). Confirmed during 
w orker interview s that training w as received; content or topics as 
outlined.
Document review ; 
w orker and 
management 
interview s
Completed
Confidential Noncompliance 
Reporting Channel
FLA Principle of Monitoring, Obligation of 
Companies: Develop a secure communications 
channel, in a manner appropriate to the culture and 
situation, to enable Company employees and employees 
of contractors and suppliers to report to the Company 
on noncompliance w ith the w orkplace standards, w ith 
security that assures that they shall not be punished or 
prejudiced for doing so. 
There is no communication 
channel in place w hereby 
w orkers can report 
noncompliances in a confidential 
manner to PC.
Monitors corroborated w ith visual inspection and 
interview s w ith management and w orkers.
1) PC is currently creating global hotline to ensure that w orkers have access to 
PC should they need to report a grievance/noncompliance to PC's compliance 
staff. 2) PC currently provides w orkers w ith contact information should w orkers 
need to contact PC. 3) Factory management has installed suggestion boxes that 
are periodically checked by HR Management. Line supervisors also conduct 
periodic meetings w ith w orkers in order to discuss production and non-
production related issues that are later reported to factory management. 4) 
Factory management must ensure that they provide feedback or responses to 
w orkers' grievances or complaints in a timely manner.  
June 20, 2007 Factory management has posted adidas-Group's "Open 
Letter to Workers." Open Letter to Workers contains adidas-
Group's compliance team phone number, email, and address.  
Factory w alkthrough Completed
Indebtedness Guatemalan Labor Code 
Chapter V, Art. 62(h).
Employers w ill not bind w orkers to employment as a 
condition of fulf illing terms of a debt to a 3rd party or to 
the employer. Advances w ill not exceed 3 months pay 
or legal limits, w hichever is less.
Though intended to benefit 
employees, practice of employees 
purchasing products from 3rd party 
companies on credit, w hereby 
payment is gradually deducted from 
w ages, should be closely monitored 
to avoid excessive credits and risks 
of noncompliance. Over 100 w orkers 
ow e betw een $13 and $400 to 
factory.
Monitors corroborated w ith a review  of 
personnel f iles, payroll records and other lists 
provided by management.
1) Management to create policies and procedures that w ould limit advance 
payment up to 3 months or legal limit, w hichever is less. 2) Assign someone to be 
responsible for policy and procedure implementation. 
June 20, 2007 Factory has not created a w ritten policy indicating a limit to 
how  much money w orkers can borrow  from the factory.
Pending Factory has created loan policy. How ever, it is not clear 
if  factory has communicated this policy to employees. 
Documentation review , 
management interview s
Pending Ongoing: 1-2) Policy providing guidelines for 3rd 
party's loans/purchasing programs has been created. 
How ever, it is not clear if  deductions currently being 
made are in compliance w ith local requirements. As a 
general guideline, the factory has been recommended to 
not deduct more than 20% of w orkers' net w ages after 
legal deductions (social security/taxes).
Documentation review , 
management interview s
Pending No update received. Ongoing Completed: 1) Company developed loan policy in w hich the monthly 
amount deducted should be no more than 20% of the gross w ages. 
Completed: 2) The person responsible for follow ing up on this policy is 
[Employee name], HR department head.
Loan policy, 
management 
interview s
Completed
Freedom of Movement If factory entrances are locked or guarded to prevent 
non-employee access to the premises for security 
reasons, employees w ill have free egress at all times.
There are no w ritten instructions 
regarding duties and 
responsibilities for security guards. 
According to guards interview ed, 
they are not permitted to allow  any 
w orker to leave premises unless 
w orker show s a special permit 
from a supervisor, even if 
w orker's regular hours of w ork 
are over.
Management indicated there w ere 
w ritten instructions for guards in 
contracts w ith the companies w ho 
provided these services. How ever, 
contract copies not made available to 
monitors to verify instructions exist, as 
according to management, only ow ners 
had access to the safe w here 
contracts w ere kept (and they w ere out 
of tow n). 
1) Management to define w hat constitutes forced labor, including the requirement 
that w orkers w ould not be bound to employment by w ithholding documentation or 
restricting movement (employees w ill have free egress at all times). 2) 
Management to describe its commitment to protect employees against any form of 
forced labor. 3) Management to communicate policy and assign someone to be 
accountable for policy implementation. 4) Management to recreate procedures 
that w ould describe factory regulations that ensure freedom of movement and 
voluntary resignation. 5) Management to describe how  employees can use a 
grievance system for investigation and resolution of forced labor complaints.
June 20, 2007 1) Factory has not clearly stated that w orkers may leave 
factory premises at any time w ithout need of permission 
pass ( Forced OT Policy). 2) Management has not drafted 
commitment to protect w orkers from forced labor. Workers 
must present a note if  they w ant to leave at end of regular 
w orkday and not stay to w ork OT. 3) Factory has posted 
factory policies; how ever, it has not verbally trained all 
managers, supervisors, and w orkers on forced labor 
policies and procedures. 5) Factory may use suggestion box 
to report any grievances in relation to forced labor. Please 
review  points 1-5 of original remediation plan.
Pending No improvement observed. Documentation review , 
management interview s
Pending Factory w orkers are free to egress factory at any time. 
How ever, it must be done by using "pase de salida." In 
order to ensure all w orkers, managers and supervisors 
understand and respect w orkers' freedom of 
movement, factory should review  points 1-5 of original 
remediation plan. 
Documentation, 
management interview s
Pending No update received. Pending Completed: 1-5) Management has developed policies related to OT 
hours and freedom of movement, w ith the objective of meeting these 
requirements. These policies w ere communicated during training 
sessions identif ied as "Standards." During w orker interview s, w orkers 
manifested that OT hours are voluntary and that they can leave w ork at 
the end of the w ork shift w ithout requesting a "pass" from the department 
head. This "pass" is only requested w hen the w orker needs to leave 
during the w ork shift. 
OT and freedom of 
movement policies
Completed and 
ongoing
3. Child Labor
4. Harassment or Abuse
Progressive Discipline Employers w ill utilize progressive discipline, e.g., 
escalating discipline using steps such as verbal 
w arning, w ritten w arning, suspension, termination. Any 
exceptions to this rule, e.g., immediate termination for 
theft or assault, shall be in w riting and clearly 
communicated to w orkers.
There is no clearly communicated 
discipline policy other than the 
template used by the national Labor 
Department.
Monitors corroborated w ith management 
interview s.
1) Factory management to create a training program that w ould include the 
communication of its disciplinary regulations, including disciplinary policies and 
procedures and list of forbidden behaviors. 2) Management w ill assign someone 
responsible for the implementation of the training process. 3) Factory 
management to maintain documentation for all trainings provided to managers, 
supervisors, and w orkers regarding disciplinary policies and procedures. 
June 20, 2007 1) No verbal communication to managers and supervisors on 
disciplinary procedures. 2) HR Manager has been assigned 
to implement and manage trainings for w orkers. 3) Some 
documentation of disciplinary actions found.
Documentation review Ongoing 1) Created training program on employment and H&S 
policies. 2) [Blank] 3) Ongoing. Training on disciplinary 
policies provided in September 2009. Verbal training on 
disciplinary procedures should be provided during 
induction training and annual policy training for all 
w orkers, managers, and supervisors. July 2009 adidas-
Group comments: 1) Pending. No training materials 
provided. 2) Completed. [Employee name] assigned 
responsible for trainings. Factory's training program 
starts in August 2009. 3) No training materials provided. 
Additionally, no information provided for trainings 
conducted betw een August 2008 and July 2009.
Documentation review , 
management interview s
Ongoing Completed: 1-3) As of 2009 and 2010, factory has 
begun training program for managers, supervisors and 
w orkers. Training includes verbal training on H&A, 
disciplinary actions, hours of w ork, w ages and 
benefits. [Employee name] and [Employee name] have 
been assigned responsible for managing trainings. 
Documentation review , 
management and w orker 
interview s
Completed
Sexual Harassment Employers shall not offer preferential w ork assignments 
or other preferential treatment of any kind in actual or 
implied exchange for a sexual relationship, nor subject 
employees to prejudicial treatment of any kind in 
retaliation for refused sexual advances.
There is no policy in place to prevent 
harassment or abuse.  There is no 
policy to provide follow -up 
procedures in the case of 
harassment or abuse.
Monitors corroborated w ith interview s w ith 
management and w orkers.
1) Factory management to create non-harassment policy that: a) forbids use of 
any type of harassment and abuse, includes types of harassment or abuse 
(verbal, physical, psychological or sexual) and lists consequences for violating 
policy; b) describes management's commitment to not use or allow  any type of 
harassment in all employment practices and promotes a w ork environment free of 
harassment or abuse, and c) assigns someone responsible for implementation 
and/or enforcement of policy. 2) Factory management must create appropriate 
procedures: a) describing how  management includes protections in recruitment 
policies, employment conditions, including disciplinary practices, promotions, 
education, training, dismissals, communication; b) describing how  employees and 
management use grievance system for complaints, investigation and resolution of 
harassment-related concerns; c) describing how  decisions are announced and 
consequences (if  any) are implemented; d) explaining how  non-harassment 
policies and procedures communicated and promoted to relevant parties; e) 
explaining w ho is responsible for each step in process and; f) defining how  
harassment policy and procedures are to be analyzed to (i) identify if  non-
harassment environment exists, w hether employee protections are achieving 
desired results, and (ii) identify if  improvements/updates are necessary.
June 20, 2007 Training has not been provided to all employees on 
harassment and abuse. 1) Factory management to provide 
verbal training to all w orkers (including supervisors and 
managers) on harassment and abuse policy. 2) Factory 
management to maintain documentation of factory training 
and training sign-up sheets.
Documentation review Pending Harassment and Abuse policy created. How ever, 
factory should be more specif ic and indicate types of 
harassment/abuse prohibited and w ays for w orkers to 
f ile any instances of harassment and abuse. 
Documentation review Ongoing 1) Factory has created an Harassment and Abuse 
policy prohibiting all sorts of H&A. 2) Policy has been 
verbally communicated to all managers, supervisors and 
w orkers as of 2009 and 2010 during annual trainings. 
Documentation review Completed
Disciplinary Practices Employers w ill utilize consistent w ritten disciplinary 
practices that are applied fairly among all w orkers.
There is no policy in place to prevent 
harassment or abuse.  There is no 
policy to provide follow -up 
procedures in the case of 
harassment or abuse.
Monitors corroborated conclusions draw n from 
interview s w ith management and w orkers.
1) Factory management to create disciplinary policy and procedures defining: a) 
commitment to consistent, transparent and reasonable disciplinary practices; b) 
purpose of employees' and management standards of conduct; c) behavior or 
performance that falls below  established standards, and progressive discipline 
methods (w arnings, counseling, suspension, termination) associated w ith each, 
and d) rights of employees at all stages. 2) Management to create procedures 
describing: a) how  employee behavior or performance is evaluated against 
existing standards to make determinations w hether discipline is appropriate and if 
so, w hat type; b) how  employees are informed as to w hy disciplinary action is 
being taken, w hat type of action is taken and how  they are informed of their 
rights to appeal; c) how  each type of disciplinary method is executed; and d) 
create an appeal process w here an employee can challenge disciplinary 
decisions and how  factory investigates and reaches conclusions on appeal 
cases.
June 20, 2007 Factory has created a disciplinary procedure; how ever, it 
has not been properly communicated to w orkers and does 
not contain an appeal system. Factory management to 
include: a) appeal system to disciplinary procedures, b) 
verbal training to all managers, supervisors, and w orkers on 
disciplinary procedure, and c) copy of training materials and 
sign-up sheet of training participants to kept by HR 
department.
Documentation review ; 
w orker and 
management 
interview s
Ongoing 1) Factory has created disciplinary policy and it has 
been communicated in September. 2. a) Ongoing. 
Factory to create appeal system w ithin disciplinary 
procedures so w orkers may be able to dispute any 
disciplinary procedures w hen necessary. b) Factory 
management to post disciplinary procedure w ithin 
factory and provide verbal training directly to all 
w orkers, managers, and supervisors. Copy of sign-up 
sheets of participants and training materials to be 
maintained for all trainings provided.
Documentation review , 
management interview
Ongoing 1) Factory has created disciplinary procedures; 
how ever, they continue to omit appeal procedures that 
allow  w orkers to appeal any disciplinary action 
received. Once disciplinary procedures are enhanced 
w ith appeal system, they should be verbally 
communicated to all managers, supervisors, and 
w orkers during induction and during annual factory 
policy refresher course. H&A policy has been 
communicated to managers, supervisors, and w orkers. 
Trainings are being conducted periodically throughout 
the year.  
Documentation review Ongoing Pending: 1a)  Status unchanged. Management w ill review  disciplinary 
policy in accordance to adidas-Group' guidelines.  Completed: 2b) 
Management posted information on disciplinary measures and provided 
training on w arnings (verbal, w ritten, suspension w ithout pay, unjustif ied 
dismissal). Included appeal process and time period for applying w arning 
measures. Topic included in training on Standards. Management has 
developed training regarding sexual harassment, abuse (physical, verbal, 
psychological), item #12 through investigation; disciplinary measure 
determined to follow  in accordance w ith Internal Policy. Suggested policy 
is integrated into disciplinary procedure company is developing, as actual 
regulations procedure is very general. Completed: Company created 
and installed "friendly mailbox" in f inishing area and cafeteria. Created 
procedure on w ho review s mailbox w hen; the investigation; and posting 
of solution. Person responsible for this activity is [Employee name], HR 
assistant. Along w ith use of mailbox, company published non-retaliation 
policy. During w orker interview s, they mentioned suggestion box as w ay 
to raise their complaints. Some w orkers also mentioned they have used it 
and company has responded. Through document review , found company 
publishes answ ers some complaints, but not others. Recommended that 
all responses to complaints are published.
Management and 
w orker interview s; 
documentation 
review
Ongoing Ongoing: 1a) Factory has made improvements to disciplinary 
procedures as suggested by the adidas-Group. How ever, appeal 
process should indicate a timeline for management to investigate and 
respond to grievances, i.e., how  long management w ill take to review , 
investigate, and communicate appeal results.  
Documentation 
review , 
management 
interview s
Ongoing Ongoing: 1a)  Factory management has expanded 
disciplinary actions to include appeal process.  New  
disciplinary action should be included in the Policy Manual.  
Factory management to provide updated disciplinary actions 
in verbal trainings provided to w orkers, managers, and 
supervisors.  
Copy of new  
disciplinary 
procedures
Ongoing Ongoing: 1a) The document review  found that the company included 
Disciplinary Procedures in the Induction Manual. How ever, there is no 
training conducted to w orkers, supervisors, and managers yet.
Management 
interview s, 
document 
review
Ongoing
Training of Management in 
Disciplinary Practices
Employers w ill provide training to managers and 
supervisors in appropriate disciplinary practices.
There is no policy in place to prevent 
harassment or abuse.  There is no 
policy to provide follow -up 
procedures in the case of 
harassment or abuse.
Monitors corroborated w ith interview s w ith 
management and w orkers.
1) Factory management to create training program for w orkers/managers that 
w ould include the communication of factory's disciplinary policy, including 
disciplinary procedures, type of disciplinary actions, and list of zero tolerance 
behaviors. 2) Please assign someone to be responsible for the implementation of 
the training process. 3) Factory management must ensure to document all 
disciplinary actions given to w orkers, from verbal w arnings to termination. 
June 20, 2007 1) No verbal communication to managers and supervisors on 
disciplinary procedures. 2) HR Manager has been assigned 
to implement and manage trainings given to w orkers. 3) 
Some documentation of disciplinary actions found.
Ongoing 1) Factory has begun to provide verbal training to 
managers/supervisors; how ever, it is not systematic.   
Management interview , 
supervisor interview s
Ongoing Completed: 1-3) As of 2009 and 2010, factory has 
begun training program for managers, supervisors, and 
w orkers. Training includes verbal training on H&A, 
disciplinary actions, hours of w ork, w ages and 
benefits. [Employee name] and [Employee name] have 
been assigned responsible for managing trainings.
Documentation review , 
management interview s
Completed Ongoing: 1) Factory has made improvements to disciplinary 
procedures as suggested by the adidas-Group. How ever, appeal 
process should indicate a timeline for management to investigate and 
respond to grievances, i.e., how  long management w ill take to review , 
investigate, and communicate appeal results.  
Documentation 
review , 
management 
interview s
Ongoing Ongoing: 1)  Factory management has expanded 
disciplinary actions to include appeal process.  New  
disciplinary action should be included in the Policy Manual.  
Factory management to provide updated disciplinary actions 
in verbal trainings provided to w orkers, managers, and 
supervisors.  
Copy of new  
disciplinary 
procedures
Ongoing 1) Ongoing. For document review ed w as found that the company included 
Disciplinary Procedures in the Induction Manual. How ever, there is no 
training conducted to w orkers, supervisors and managers yet.
Management 
interview s
Ongoing
Disciplinary Action Punishment of 
Abusive Supervisors/Manager
Management w ill discipline (could include combinations 
of counseling, w arnings, demotions, and termination) 
anyone (including managers or fellow  w orkers) w ho 
engages in any physical, sexual, psychological or verbal 
harassment or abuse.
There is no policy in place to prevent 
harassment or abuse.  There is no 
policy to provide follow -up 
procedures in the case of 
harassment or abuse.
Monitors corroborated w ith interview s w ith 
management and w orkers.
1) Factory management to create transparent and fair disciplinary policy and 
procedure. Disciplinary procedure should name various types of actions that may 
require disciplinary measure, and type of action required. 2) Factory management 
to post and provide verbal training on disciplinary procedures to all managers, 
supervisors, and w orkers. 3) All managers and supervisors should receive 
additional training on rights and responsibilities of managers, including their limit 
as supervisors/managers to discipline w orkers. 4) Management should create a 
set of disciplinary procedures for instances w hen managers/supervisors go 
beyond their limit, or are found guilty of harassing/abusing w orkers or other 
managers. 5) Factory management to create a confidential reporting mechanism 
for all to report any instances of harassment/abuse, and train all w orkers 
accordingly.  
June 20, 2007 1) Factory has drafted a disciplinary procedure. 2) No verbal 
training provided to managers, supervisors, and w orkers on 
disciplinary procedures. 3) No training provided to managers 
and supervisors on limitations of their pow er as 
supervisors/managers. 4) Factory has not created a 
disciplinary policy for managers and supervisors. 5) Factory 
has provided suggestion boxes w hich can be used to report 
any grievances or instances of harassment and abuse.
Ongoing 1) Factory has created disciplinary policy; it w as 
communicated in September. 2) Ongoing. Factory to 
create appeal system w ithin disciplinary procedures so 
w orkers may be able to dispute any disciplinary 
procedures w hen necessary. 3) Factory management 
to post disciplinary procedure w ithin factory and 
provide verbal training directly to all w orkers, 
managers, and supervisors. 4) Copy of sign-up sheets 
of participants and training materials to be maintained 
for all trainings provided. 5) Pending.
Management and 
w orker interview s; 
documentation review
Ongoing 1) Factory has created disciplinary procedures. 
How ever, they continue to miss appeal procedures that 
allow  w orkers to appeal any disciplinary action 
received. Once disciplinary procedures are enhanced 
w ith an appeal system, they should be verbally 
communicated to all managers, supervisors, and 
w orkers during induction and annual factory policy 
refresher course. Factory, how ever, has provided 
verbal training on harassment and abuse policy to 
managers and supervisors.  
Management and w orker 
interview s, 
documentation review
Ongoing 1. Pending status unchanged. Management w ill review  disciplinary policy 
in accordance to adidas-Group's guidelines. 2.  Completed.  Management 
posted information on disciplinary measures and provided training on 
w arnings (verbal, w ritten, suspension w ithout pay, unjustif ied dismissal). 
Included appeal process and time period for applying w arning measures. 
Topic included in training on Standards. Management has developed 
training regarding sexual harassment, abuse (physical, verbal, 
psychological), item #12 through investigation; disciplinary measure 
determined to follow  in accordance w ith Internal Policy. Suggested policy 
is integrated into disciplinary procedure company is developing, as actual 
regulations procedure is very general.  5.Completed: Company created 
and installed "friendly mailbox" in f inishing area and cafeteria. Created 
procedure on w ho review s mailbox w hen; the investigation; and posting 
of solution. Person responsible for this activity is [Employee name], HR 
assistant. Along w ith use of mailbox, company published non-retaliation 
policy. During w orker interview s, they mentioned suggestion box as a 
w ay to raise their complaints. Some w orkers also mentioned they have 
used it and company has responded. Through document review , found 
company publishes answ ers some complaints, but not others. 
Recommended that all responses to complaints are published.
Disciplinary 
procedures, training 
records, 
management and 
w orker interview s
Ongoing Ongoing: 1a) Factory has made improvements to disciplinary 
procedures as suggested by the adidas-Group. How ever, appeal 
process should indicate timeline for management to investigate and 
respond to grievances, i.e., how  long management w ill take to review , 
investigate, and communicate appeal results.  
Documentation 
review
Ongoing Ongoing: 1) Factory management has expanded 
disciplinary actions to include appeal process.  New  
disciplinary action should be included in the Policy Manual.  
Factory management to provide updated disciplinary actions 
in verbal trainings provided to w orkers, managers, and 
supervisors.  
Copy of new  
disciplinary 
procedures
Ongoing Ongoing: 2-3) The document review  found that the company included 
Disciplinary Procedures in the Induction Manual. How ever, there is no 
training conducted to w orkers, supervisors, and managers yet.
Management 
interview s, 
document 
review
Ongoing
Record Maintenance Employers w ill maintain w ritten records of disciplinary 
actions taken.
There is no policy in place to prevent 
harassment or abuse.  There is no 
policy to provide follow -up 
procedures in the case of 
harassment or abuse.
Monitors corroborated w ith interview s w ith 
management and w orkers.
1) Management to maintain w ritten records of disciplinary actions in employee 
f iles. 2) Management to create policy and  procedures to ensure a systematic 
process for documentation as part of the disciplinary procedures. 
June 20, 2007 1) Factory is maintaining records of w orkers' disciplinary 
actions in their f iles. 2) Disciplinary procedure indicating 
steps HR must take to handle and document disciplinary 
procedures is not yet w ritten.
Ongoing 1) Factory has created disciplinary procedure. 2) 
Factory is maintaining documentation of disciplinary 
procedures; how ever, policy is too new  to properly 
ensure it's being implemented systematically. To be 
review ed during next update.
Documentation review , 
management interview
Ongoing Completed and verif ied. Factory has created disciplinary 
procedures that require w ritten documentation of 
disciplinary actions.  
Documentation review Completed
Verbal Abuse Guatemalan Labor Code 
Chapter V, Art. 61(c).
Employers w ill prohibit screaming, threatening, or 
demeaning verbal language.
There is no policy in place to prevent 
harassment or abuse.  There is no 
policy to provide follow -up 
procedures in the case of 
harassment or abuse.
Monitors corroborated w ith interview s w ith 
management and w orkers.
1) Factory management to create non-harassment policy that: a) forbids use of 
any type of harassment and abuse and includes types of harassment or abuse 
(verbal, psychological, physical or sexual) and consequences for violating policy; 
b) describes management's commitment to not use/allow  any type of harassment 
in all employment practices and promotes a w ork environment free of harassment 
or abuse and c) assigns someone to be responsible for policy implementation 
and/or enforcement. 2) Factory management must create appropriate procedures 
describing: a) how  management includes protections in recruitment policies, 
employment conditions, including disciplinary practices, promotions, education, 
training, dismissals, communication; b) how  employees and management use 
grievance system for complaints, investigation and resolution of harassment-
related concerns; c) how  decisions announced and consequences (if  any) 
implemented; d) how  non-harassment policies and procedures communicated 
and promoted to relevant parties; e) w ho is responsible for each step in process 
and; f) how  harassment policy and procedures are to be analyzed to i) identify if  
non-harassment environment exists, w hether employee protections achieving 
desired results, and ii) identify if  improvements/updates are necessary.
June 20, 2007 Training has not been provided to all employees on 
harassment and abuse. 1) Factory management to provide 
verbal training to all w orkers (including supervisors and 
managers) on harassment and abuse policy. 2) Factory 
management to maintain documentation of factory training 
and training sign-up sheets.
Harassment and Abuse policy created. How ever, 
factory should be more specif ic and indicate types of 
harassment/abuse prohibited and w ays for w orkers to 
f ile any instances of harassment and abuse. 
Documentation review , 
management interview
Ongoing 1) Factory has created harassment and abuse policy 
prohibiting all sorts of H&A. 2) Policy has been verbally 
communicated to all managers, supervisors and 
w orkers as of 2009 and 2010 during annual trainings. 
Documentation review , 
management interview s
Completed
Verbal Abuse Workers receive excessive 
pressure from supervisors and 
ow ners.
Monitors corroborated w ith interview s w ith 
w orkers.
1) Factory management to create w orking hours policy defining hours of w ork 
and operation (regular, overtime, breaks). 2) Define holidays and days of rest. 3) 
Define and implement voluntary nature of overtime and conditions w here 
employees can refuse overtime. 4) Management to explain how  factory manages 
w orking hours in light of production volumes and capacity. 5) Describe how  
employees and management use a grievance system for any complaints 
surrounding w orking hours. Assign someone to be accountable for each step of 
the process.
June 20, 2007 Factory has created policies indicating regular hours of 
w ork, OT, and holidays. How ever, no proper verbal training 
has been provided to managers, supervisors, and w orkers. 
Factory management to review  points 4-5 of original 
remediation plan.
Ongoing 1) There w ere no complaints from w orkers during 
interview s regarding forced OT. Also, factory has 
created an hours of w ork policy. It should clearly 
indicate that all OT is considered to be voluntary. Based 
on factory's 12-hour shifts, it may still be diff icult for 
w orkers to decline OT, as their shifts are 4 hours 
longer than regular HOW. Therefore, factory should 
review  and implement points 3-5 of original action plan 
to ensure all OT is strictly voluntary. 
Management and 
w orker interview s, 
documentation review
Ongoing Supervisors and managers have begun to receive 
training on hours of w ork, harassment abuse and 
disciplinary procedures. How ever, HOW policy does not 
indicate that OT it is voluntary. Factory management to 
amend policy to ensure all understand all OT is strictly 
voluntary. adidas-Group October 14, 2010 
comments: Factory provided training on September 24 
on w orkers' regular hours, OT compensation/limits and 
bono 78-89. How ever, trainings did not include that OT 
is voluntary, and that w orkers may not be forced to 
w ork OT or receive any sort of retaliation for declining 
to w ork OT. 
Management and w orker 
interview s, 
documentation review
Completed and 
ongoing
Gender Sensitive Security Security practices w ill be gender appropriate and non-
intrusive.
There is no policy in place to prevent 
harassment or abuse.  There is no 
policy to provide follow -up 
procedures in the case of 
harassment or abuse.
Monitors corroborated conclusions draw n from 
interview s w ith management and w orkers.
1) Management to create and post gender appropriate security practices. 2) 
Describe how  employees can report complaints through a grievance system. 3) 
Security personnel to be trained in appropriate search practices.
June 20, 2007 March 2008 factory update: 1) Factory has created policy 
for body searches indicating they w ill be gender appropriate. 
How ever, factory has discontinued body searches unless it 
has been proven that a particular person has stolen 
something from the factory.
Completed
5. Nondiscrimination
6. Health and Safety
Document 
Maintenance/Accessibility
All documents required to be available to w orkers and 
management by applicable law s (policies, MSDS, etc.) 
shall be made available in the prescribed manner and in 
the local language or language spoken by majority of the 
w orkers if  different from the local language.
No Material Safety Data Sheets 
(MSDS) in color-mixing kitchen.
Monitor's w alkthrough show ed that in most 
areas w here chemicals are in use, there w ere 
MSDS, except for in color-mixing kitchen.
1) Management to request all MSDS of chemicals in storage and on production 
f loor from chemical provider. 2) Management to post MSDS w here chemicals 
stored or in use. 3) Chemical provider to train w orkers in accident prevention and 
chemical use, including an educational course on PPE usage w hen w orking w ith 
chemicals at least tw ice per year. Please document all trainings provided. 
June 20, 2007 Not complete: MSDS for chemicals used in color-mixing 
kitchen are not available. Factory management to review  
points 1-3 of original remediation plan.
Factory w alkthrough Pending 1) No MSDS in color-mixing area. According to 
management, there are no MSDS for color inks. Factory 
management to create inventory of all colors used and 
stored. 2) Contact vendor of all chemicals and verify if  
there is an MSDS available for all inks/colors, if  so, 
obtain MSDS of inks/colors in Spanish. 3) Post MSDS 
w here all inks are stored/maintained. 
Factory w alkthrough Pending Pending: MSDS w ere missing from mixing area. This 
issue has been pending for more than 4 years. Factory 
management to review  original remediation plan. 
Factory w alkthrough Pending Completed: 1-4)  MSDS observed posted on all chemicals and in 
various w ork areas w here chemicals are present. All chemicals labeled 
in language of w orkers. Company provided training in chemical use and 
PPE use, as validated in w orker interview s. Chemical training presented 
by [Chemical Supplier name], from August 30, 2011 to September 6, 2011, 
and attended by w orkers from both shifts. PPE training presented by local 
representatives of [Company name] October 6, 2011, and attended by 
day-shift w orkers and night-shift supervisors. Facility provided training 
documentation: materials, signed attendance list, and photos. [Employee 
name], department lead for Industrial Safety is responsible for this action.
Training records, 
management and 
w orker interview s, 
physical observation
Completed
Evacuation Procedure Guatemalan Labor Code 
Title V, Chapter 1, Art. 
197(c), (h); Guatemalan 
General Regulations on 
Health and Safety at Work 
Chapter VII, Arts. 85-92.
All applicable legally required or recommended elements 
of safe evacuation (posting of evacuation plans, 
unblocked aisles/exits, employee education, evacuation 
procedures, etc.) shall be complied and w orkers shall 
be trained in proper safety, f irst aid, and evacuation 
procedures.
Evacuation procedures have not 
been generally transmitted.
According to management and w orker 
interview s, night shift w orkers have never 
participated in evacuation procedures.
1) Factory management to perform a minimum of 2-4 f ire and evacuation drills per 
year (2 should be unannounced); drills to be performed w ith pow er shutdow n. 2) 
Factory should record time of execution and discuss how  to improve evacuation 
procedures w ith supervisors. 3) Management to create a log to record each 
event. 4) Additionally, evacuation procedures should be posted, along w ith 
evacuation maps throughout the factory. 
June 20, 2007 1-3) Fire drills conducted in September 2007 and April 2008. 
Copy of photos and comments of f ire drills on site. 4) 
Procedures posted throughout factory.
Completed
Evacuation Procedure Guatemalan Labor Code 
Title V, Chapter 1, Art. 
197(c), (h); Guatemalan 
General Regulations on 
Health and Safety at Work 
Chapter VII, Arts. 85-92.
All applicable legally required or recommended elements 
of safe evacuation (posting of evacuation plans, 
unblocked aisles/exits, employee education, evacuation 
procedures, etc.) shall be complied w ith and w orkers 
shall be trained in proper safety, f irst aid, and 
evacuation procedures.
Several emergency exits not 
marked; those that are marked 
are not clearly visible from a 
reasonable distance, 
considering the insuff icient 
lighting and infrastructural space 
distribution.
Monitors corroborated w ith visual inspection 
during the w alkthrough of the facility.
1) Management to ensure all emergency exits are  and remain clearly marked, 
w ell illuminated and f itted w ith emergency lights (brightly colored and visible up to 
30 meters or 100 feet).  
June 20, 2007 1) All emergency exits have been equipped w ith emergency 
exits. How ever, not all doors that lead to evacuation routes 
have been equipped w ith emergency lights. Factory 
management to ensure all emergency exits, evacuation 
routes, and doors leading to evacuation routes are equipped 
w ith emergency lights.
Ongoing Pending: Main emergency exits have been labeled as 
such. How ever, not all emergency exits are easily 
visible, as arrow s and signs are not suff icient. Also, 
doors leading to evacuation routes are not all labeled 
w ith "Emergency Exit" signs. 1) All emergency exits and 
doors leading to evacuation routes should be equipped 
w ith battery-backed emergency exit lights. 2) All 
production areas and evacuation routes should have 
multiple, visible arrow s indicating emergency exit 
locations, etc. 
Factory w alkthrough Pending Emergency exit light leading to Grabado area evacuation 
route missing. Factory management must verify that all 
emergency exits and doors leading to evacuation areas 
are equipped w ith emergency exit signs and that all 
evacuation routes are equipped w ith emergency lights. 
All emergency lights should be battery backed. 
Factory w alkthrough Pending No update received. Pending Pending: Observed emergency lights and emergency exits w ere marked 
or identif ied in various areas, w ith pending areas as indicated previously 
(items #1 and #2 of remediation plan). Tests for proper functioning 
conducted; 24 of 42 emergency lights distributed throughout facility w ere 
out of order. Facility management provided documentation of back-up 
batteries purchases from June and September 2011, and of monthly 
revisions of equipment. 
Physical observation, 
documentation 
review
Pending Ongoing: 1) Some emergency exits continue to not be clearly visible. 
For example: there are no emergency lights in administration, Grabado 
area needs an emergency light on its second floor, and signage in 
"tejeduria plana" needs improvement. Factory management to 
designate a responsible person to ensure that ALL emergency exits, 
evacuation routes, including staircases, are equipped w ith a battery-
backed emergency light. All emergency lights should be visible for up 
to 30 meters. 2) In areas w here emergency exit signs are diff icult to 
see due to distance and/or other factors, management should provide 
additional signs to ensure that the locations of emergency exits are 
easy to locate. 
Factory 
w alkthrough
Pending Ongoing:  1) Factory has installed emergency lights in 
"Revisado" and "Tintoreria Continua," "Tintoreria Cerrada" 
and laboratory.  How ever, there is no indication that signage 
has been installed in "Tejeduria Plana."  Factory management 
has indicated that emergency lights w ill be installed in 
administration and "grabado" areas in December 2012.  To 
be verif ied.  Pending: 2)  No update received.  
Factory photos Ongoing Ongoing: 1) During the tour, it w as observed that the emergency lights 
w ere installed in w eaving area; how ever, in Administration and Engraving, 
they have not been installed yet. Pending: 2) No change on the day of the 
audit.
Factory 
w alkthrough
Pending
Evacuation Procedure Guatemalan Labor Code 
Title V, Chapter 1, Art. 
197(c), (h); Guatemalan 
General Regulations on 
Health and Safety at Work 
Chapter VII, Arts. 85-92.
All applicable legally required or recommended elements 
of safe evacuation (posting of evacuation plans, 
unblocked aisles/exits, employee education, evacuation 
procedures, etc.) shall be complied w ith and w orkers 
shall be trained in proper safety, f irst aid, and 
evacuation procedures.
Evacuation routes are not 
clearly displayed; in many 
cases, they do not match the 
evacuation map.
Monitors corroborated w ith visual inspection 
during the w alkthrough of the facility. Monitors 
also corroborated w ith a review  of the 
evacuation map.
1) Management to indicate exit routes on w alls, columns and f loors w ith photo 
luminescent safety materials, such as paint, panels or strips. 2) Arrow s 
indicating nearest exit are recommended. 3) All evacuation routes must be 
equipped w ith emergency lights. 4) Assign someone responsible for keeping 
f loor markings in good condition and for HSE management systems. 
June 20, 2007 Completed: 1-4)  Evacuation routes displayed on posted 
evacuation maps. June 2008 factory update : 1) As per 
factory update, factory has installed signs and emergency 
lights for all emergency exits and evacuation routes. 2) As 
per documentation review , f loor markings w ere properly 
maintained, and under the responsibility of HSE Manager. To 
be verif ied during the August 2008 visit.
Factory w alkthrough Completed
Warping, Knitting, Dyeing, Finishing, Screen Printing, Gluing
FLA Audit Profile
Guatemala
010028420E
Accordia Global Compliance Group
Textiles
October 10-11, 2006
adidas-Group
467
Company Verification Follow Up
Every employee w ill be treated w ith respect and dignity.  No employee w ill be subject to any physical, sexual, 
psychological or verbal harassment of abuse.
No person w ill be subject to any discrimination in employment, including hiring, salary, benefits, advancement, discipline, 
termination or retirement, on the basis of gender, race, religion, age, disability, sexual orientation, nationality, political 
opinion, or social or ethnic origin.
Employers w ill provide a safe and healthy w orking environment to prevent accidents and injury to health arising out of, 
linked w ith, or occurring in the course of w ork or as a result of the operation of employer facilities.
Remediation UpdatesIEM Findings Updates Third-Party Verification
2. Forced Labor 
There w ill not be any use of forced labor, w hether in the form of prison labor, indentured labor, bonded labor or 
otherw ise.
No person w ill be employed at an age younger than 15 (or 14 w here the law  of the country of manufacture allow s) or 
younger than the age for completing compulsory education in the country of manufacture w here such age is higher than 
15.
Updates Updates Updates Company Verification Follow UpUpdates Updates 
1
[Status] [Status] [Status] [Status] [Status] [Status] [Status] [Status]
FLA Code/Compliance Issue
Country Law/Legal 
Reference
FLA Benchmark Noncompliance Risk of Noncompliance 
 Evidence of Noncompliance 
(Uncorroborated)
If Not Corroborated, Explain Why
Sources/Documentation Used for 
Corroborating
PC Remediation Plan
Target Completion 
Date
Company Follow Up                                                     
(August 19-20, 2008)
Documentation
Completed, 
Pending, 
Ongoing
Company Follow Up                                           
(September 2009)
Documentation
Completed,  
Pending,  
Ongoing
Company Follow Up                                           
(November 10, 2010)
Documentation
Completed,  
Pending, 
Ongoing
Company Follow Up                                                                           
(July 29, 2011)
Documentation
Completed, 
Pending, 
Ongoing
Company Follow Up                                                                           
(October 2011)
Documentation
Completed, 
Pending, 
Ongoing
Company Follow Up                                                                           
(June 2012)
Documentation
Completed, 
Pending, 
Ongoing
Company Follow Up                                                                           
(January 8, 2013)
Documentatio
n
Completed, 
Pending, 
Ongoing
Company Follow Up                                                                           
(February 26, 2013)
Documentatio
n
Completed, 
Pending, 
Ongoing
External Verification 
(Date)
Documentation
Company Follow Up 
(Cite Date of Planned or 
Follow-up Visit, if 
Appropriate)
Documentation
Company Follow Up 
(Cite Date of Planned or 
Follow-up Visit, if 
Appropriate)
Documentation
Company Verification Follow UpRemediation UpdatesIEM Findings Updates Third-Party VerificationUpdates Updates Updates Company Verification Follow UpUpdates Updates 
Evacuation Procedure Guatemalan Labor Code 
Title V, Chapter 1, Art. 
197(c), (h); Guatemalan 
General Regulations on 
Health and Safety at Work 
Chapter VII, Arts. 85-92.
All applicable legally required or recommended elements 
of safe evacuation (posting of evacuation plans, 
unblocked aisles/exits, employee education, evacuation 
procedures, etc.) shall be complied w ith and w orkers 
shall be trained in proper safety, f irst aid, and 
evacuation procedures.
Emergency lighting is insuff icient 
in several areas; in some areas, 
it is nonexistent (e.g., in quilting 
and synthetic threading 
departments).
Monitors corroborated w ith visual inspection 
during the w alkthrough of the facility.
1) Management to f it all departments w ith emergency light f ixtures in emergency 
exits and evacuation routes. Exit sign w ritten in local language w ith letters 18 cm 
high, external illumination or photo luminescent front panel; 2) Emergency lights 
are battery-operated units that operate automatically w hen pow er fails and have 
a 1.5 hour capacity and 1 foot candle density.
June 20, 2007 1-2) Factory has installed emergency lights in emergency 
exits and on evacuation routes. How ever, emergency doors 
leading to evacuation routes are not all equipped w ith 
emergency lights.
Factory w alkthrough Ongoing Pending: Quilting/synthetic knitting areas do not have 
multiple emergency lights. Additionally, an extra 
emergency light is missing in "bodega de crudo." 
Factory w alkthrough Pending Pending: Not all evacuation routes and/or aisles leading 
to evacuation routes equipped w ith emergency lights. 
This is a particular issue in bodega de crudo and 
grabado, w here no emergency lights found. Factory 
management must verify all emergency exits and doors 
leading to evacuation areas are equipped w ith 
emergency exit signs and all evacuation routes 
equipped w ith emergency lights. Both types of lighting 
should be battery backed. 
Factory w alkthrough Pending No update received. Pending Pending: 1-2)  Emergency lights and exits seen in several areas, 
including w arehouse (raw  materials) and stamped goods. Emergency 
lights are to be installed in other areas, such as dyeing and inspection. 
Verif ied purchase of 16 emergency lights from July to September 2011. 
Approximately 6 months ago, facility established Compliance and 
Industrial Safety Team, comprised of 8 individuals and headed by 
[Employee name], HR manager. One of team's principal functions is to 
address adidas-Group's remediation plan. To this point, team identif ied a 
list of places w here emergency lights are necessary; these spots are 
identif ied in plant layout (map). In total, there are 33 emergency lights. 
Observed markings of various emergency routes; how ever, markings 
pending in dyeing, w eaving and inspection areas. These areas have 
been identif ied by facility on evacuation map; evacuation route marking is 
scheduled to be completed in a few  months. 
Physical observation Pending Ongoing: 1) Some emergency exits continue to not be clearly visible. 
For example:  there are no emergency lights in administration, grabado 
area needs an emergency light on its second floor, and signage in 
"tejeduria plana" needs improvement. Factory management to 
designate a responsible person to ensure that ALL emergency exits, 
evacuation routes, including staircases, are equipped w ith a battery-
backed emergency light. All emergency lights should be visible for up 
to 30 meters. 2) In areas w here emergency exit signs are diff icult to 
see due to distance and/or other factors, management should provide 
additional signs to ensure that the locations of emergency exits are 
easy to locate. 
Factory 
w alkthrough
Pending Ongoing: 1) Factory has installed emergency lights in 
"Revisado" and "Tintoreria Continua," "Tintoreria Cerrada" 
and laboratory.  How ever, there is no indication that signage 
has been installed in "Tejeduria Plana."  Factory management 
has indicated that emergency lights w ill be installed in 
administration and "grabado" areas in December 2012.  To 
be verif ied.  Pending: 2) No update received.  
Factory photos Ongoing Ongoing: 1) During the tour, it w as observed that the emergency lights 
w ere installed in w eaving area; how ever, in Administration and Engraving, 
they have not been installed yet. Pending: 2) No change on the day of the 
audit.
Factory 
w alkthrough
Pending
Evacuation Procedure Guatemalan Labor Code 
Title V, Chapter 1, Art. 
197(c), (h); Guatemalan 
General Regulations on 
Health and Safety at Work 
Chapter VII, Arts. 85-92.
All applicable legally required or recommended elements 
of safe evacuation (posting of evacuation plans, 
unblocked aisles/exits, employee education, evacuation 
procedures, etc.) shall be complied w ith and w orkers 
shall be trained in proper safety, f irst aid, and 
evacuation procedures.
Ramp leading to oil boilers is in 
need of a handrail.
Monitors corroborated w ith visual inspection 
during the w alkthrough of the facility.
Management to add a handrail to ramp leading to boilers and it is to be maintained 
free of obstruction.
June 20, 2007 Not complete: Ramp does not have handrails on both 
sides; it w as observed obstructed during audit.
Factory w alkthrough Pending Factory has built handrails. Factory w alkthrough Completed
Evacuation Procedure Guatemalan Labor Code 
Title V, Chapter 1, Art. 
197(c), (h); Guatemalan 
General Regulations on 
Health and Safety at Work 
Chapter VII, Arts. 85-92.
All applicable legally required or recommended elements 
of safe evacuation (posting of evacuation plans, 
unblocked aisles/exits, employee education, evacuation 
procedures, etc.) shall be complied w ith and w orkers 
shall be trained in proper safety, f irst aid, and 
evacuation procedures.
Fire alarm can be activated only 
from 3 points and is not audible 
in all areas. The maintenance of 
the functioning alarm and 
emergency lighting systems is 
not documented.
Monitors corroborated w ith a w alkthrough and  
interview s w ith persons responsible for H&S 
(w ho described use of portable speakers to 
communicate internal emergency signal). 
1) Management to install notif ication systems (f ire alarms) that are audible in all 
areas of factory and tested during evacuation drills. 2) Fire alarm system should 
be activated from production f loor by means of pull box or push button. 3) Assign 
someone responsible for maintaining f ire alarms in good condition and having 
testing records available.
June 20, 2007 Not complete: 1) Factory alarm is not audible in all areas; 
especially in areas w ith loud machinery. 2) Fire alarm 
continues to only be activated from 3 places.
Factory w alkthrough Pending No progress: Additionally, it is possible that f ire alarm 
cannot be heard in all factory areas as their noise 
levels may be too high. 
Factory w alkthrough Pending Pending: 1) Emergency alarm continues not to be 
heard from all areas. Factory management to identify all 
areas w here noise levels prevent f ire alarm from being 
heard and install alternative w arning system (f lashing 
lights). 2) Once additional w arning system created, 
documentation of periodic checks on alarm and 
alternative system to be sent to SEA Team. Per most 
recent factory update, factory has begun to budget for 
f lashing lights. 
Factory w alkthrough Pending No update received. Pending Completed: 1-3) Company installed 2 alarm speakers in dyeing area (4 
departments) and maintenance (4 areas). Due to high noise level, they 
also installed a strobe alarm in loom area, so w orkers w ill see red alarm 
light in cases of emergency. a) Alarm can be activated from the 
production f loor. b) Facility person responsible is [Employee name], 
department head for Industrial Safety, w ho maintains register as of 
August 13, 2011. At time of audit, there is only 1 month that has been 
completed. This is a w ork in progress; it is recommended to continue 
documenting the alarm functioning tests. 
Physical observation Completed
Evacuation Procedure Guatemalan Labor Code 
Title V, Chapter 1, Art. 
197(c), (h); Guatemalan 
General Regulations on 
Health and Safety at Work 
Chapter VII, Arts. 85-92.
All applicable legally required or recommended elements 
of safe evacuation (posting of evacuation plans, 
unblocked aisles/exits, employee education, evacuation 
procedures, etc.) shall be complied w ith and w orkers 
shall be trained in proper safety, f irst aid, and 
evacuation procedures.
Sew ing section is crow ded. 
Aisles in this area are 
obstructed and there is only 1 
exit leading to a spiral staircase.
Monitors corroborated w ith visual inspection 
during the w alkthrough of the facility.
Management to: 1) clear aisles and maintain them so they are free from 
obstruction. 2) assign someone to be responsible for regular checks of all aisles 
to ensure they are marked and clear of obstruction. Recommendation is to keep a 
log or checklist of factory elements, w hich includes checking if aisles 
unobstructed; check, record f indings, and remediate w eekly. 3) commission a 
study of the space and implement a plan according w ith study results.
June 20, 2007 1) Factory management to train all managers, supervisors, 
and w orkers on proper w orkstation/aisle maintenance to 
ensure they are obstruction free at all times. 2) Supervisors 
in each to conduct periodic inspections on all w orkstations, 
aisles, emergency exits, and emergency equipment to 
ensure they are obstruction free at all times.
Pending 1) Factory has cleared aisles in sew ing section. 2) 
Pending. 3) Pending. Workers continue to only have 1 
exit through spiral staircase.  
Factory w alkthrough Pending Factory's sew ing section observed obstruction free.  
Workers/supervisors have been receiving ongoing 
training on various H&S topics, including f ire safety. 3) 
Factory has 2 staircases for egress in case of an 
emergency; the second staircase is through a storage 
area.  
Factory w alkthrough Completed
Safety Equipment Guatemalan Labor Code 
Title V, Chapter 1, Art. 
197; Guatemalan General 
Regulations on Health and 
Safety at Work Chapter 
VII, Arts. 85-92 (Items a-e) 
and Art. 106.
All safety and medical equipment (f ire f ighting 
equipment, f irst aid kits, etc.) shall be in place, 
maintained as prescribed and accessible to the 
employees.
First aid kits are locked.  When monitors asked head of H&S to open a 
f irst aid kit,  they w ere not able to obtain the key. 
Management to assign someone responsible for maintaining unlocked f irst aid 
kits, keeping them fully stocked w ith required supplies.  
June 20, 2007 First aid kits continue to be locked. How ever, photos of 
responsible supervisors have been posted so w orkers may 
access f irst aid kits w hen needed.
Ongoing First aid kits continue to be locked. Factory w alkthrough Pending 1) First aid kits continue to be locked and should be 
maintained unlocked at all times. Additionally, certain 
medicines found in f irst aid kits, i.e., aspirin, allergy 
medicine, that should not be kept in f irst aid kit, but 
should be administered by trained personnel to avoid 
w orkers taking the w rong medicine. adidas-Group 
June 2010 comments: 1) Pending. No indication on 
w hether or not f irst aid kits are locked.
Factory w alkthrough Ongoing No update received. Pending Completed: Observed available and unlocked f irst aid kits. Also noticed, 
names and photos of employees responsible for each f irst aid kit in the 
various areas of w ork. 
Physical observation Completed
Safety Equipment Guatemalan Labor Code 
Title V, Chapter 1, Art. 
197; Guatemalan General 
Regulations on Health and 
Safety at Work Chapter 
VII, Arts. 85-92 (Items a-e) 
and Art. 106.
All safety and medical equipment (f ire f ighting 
equipment, f irst aid kits, etc.) shall be in place, 
maintained as prescribed and accessible to the 
employees.
First aid kits lack adequate 
supplies. The only kit that w as 
open in the sew ing section w as 
empty.
Monitors corroborated w ith visual inspection 
during the w alkthrough of the facility.
1) Management to maintain fully stocked f irst aid kits w ith the follow ing required 
supplies: adhesive bandages, absorbent pads (min 7 cm x 7 can each), 
antiseptic, latex gloves, burn treatment (spray, cream or other, but NOT petroleum 
jelly), medical adhesive tape, scissors and tw eezers. 2) All f irst aid kits should be 
equipped w ith list of all medical equipment to ensure they are alw ays properly 
stocked. 3) Assign someone responsible for maintaining fully stocked f irst aid kits 
at all times.
June 20, 2007 First aid kits are not all properly maintained. Factory 
management to review  remediation points 1-3.
Factory w alkthrough Ongoing First aid kits continue to be improperly stocked. Factory 
management to review  original action plan.
Factory w alkthrough Pending Ongoing: 1) First aid kits w ere seen properly stocked. 
How ever, some components should not be kept in f irst 
aid kit, and should only be administered by trained 
personnel. Only f irst aid medical equipment/medicine 
should be kept in f irst aid kits. Please assign someone 
responsible to ensure that f irst aid contents are only 
f irst aid related.
Factory w alkthrough Ongoing Completed: There is a content list posted for each f irst aid kit. Also 
confirmed that each kit has necessary supplies required for f irst aid, i.e., 
band aids, scissors, sterile gauze. None of the kits had aspirin or anti-
allergic medicine. The person responsible for supply stocking and monthly 
revision of f irst aid kits is [Employee name], HR assistant. Also, there are 
individuals assigned by area and shift for the care of f irst aid kits. 
Physical observation,  
management 
interview s
Completed
Personal Protective Equipment 
(PPE)
Guatemalan Labor Code 
Title V, Chapter 1, Art. 
197(e), (h); Guatemalan 
General Regulations on 
Health and Safety at Work 
Title II, Chapter I, Arts. (a)-
(h).
Workers shall w ear appropriate protective equipment 
(gloves, eye protection, hearing protection, respiratory 
protection, etc.) to prevent unsafe exposure (inhalation 
or contact w ith solvent vapors, noise, dust, etc.) to 
hazardous elements, including medical w aste.
Workers w ho handle chemicals 
do not w ear proper PPE; some 
have obsolete or w orn out 
equipment. Workers in boiler 
room only w ear simple earplugs 
instead of appropriate full ear 
protection. Workers in knitting 
section have earplugs but do not 
w ear them. There is no policy 
for PPE use other than a few  
signs w hich are not specif ic to 
each area.
Monitors corroborated w ith interview s and a 
w alkthrough of the facility.
1) Management to provide all PPE to all w orkers w ho are required to use PPE.  
2) Management to create and enforce PPE policy and procedures. 3) 
Management to train employees on these guidelines regularly by retaining the 
services of a professional. 4) Post PPE signs w here appropriate and assign 
someone responsible for policy and procedure implementation. 5) Supervisors in 
each area must ensure all PPE is properly w orking and keep track of w hen PPE 
needs to be replaced. 
June 20, 2007 Workers in "grabado area" and boiler room not observed 
w earing PPE. Factory management to review  original 
remediation plan.
Pending 1) Most w orkers observed w earing earplugs; how ever, 
w orkers in boiler area continued to w ear simple 
earplugs. Workers in mixing area w ere not available 
during w alkthrough; therefore, it is not clear if  they 
w ere w earing PPE. 2) Factory has begun to provide 
PPE training. PPE training should be continuous and 
provided to all w orkers w ho are required to w ear PPE 
both upon hire and annually. 
Management and 
w orker interview s, 
documentation review , 
factory w alkthrough
Pending Some w orkers responsible for using chemicals w ere 
observed w earing masks and gloves. How ever, it is not 
clear that all PPE required by chemicals' MSDS are being 
used, as MSDS don't seem to be present in all areas 
w here chemicals used and stored. Factory has also 
begun to provide PPE/chemical management training. 1) 
Factory to designate a responsible person to review  
MSDS of chemicals in use/storage to verify PPE 
requirements. 2) Once PPE has been identif ied for each 
chemical, it should be provided to all w orkers 
responsible for handling the respective chemicals. 
Factory w alkthrough Ongoing No update received. Ongoing Completed:1-5)  All w orkers observed in chemical w arehouse and 
boiler room and carrying heavy bundles w ere using required PPE. Also, 
verif ied that PPE is in good condition. The person responsible for 
review ing MSDS is [Employee name], HR assistant. There is a policy 
regarding PPE use.
Physical observation,  
management 
interview s
Completed
Chemical Management Guatemalan Labor Code 
Title V, Chapter 1, Art. 
197; Guatemalan General 
Regulations on Health and 
Safety at Work Chapter 
IV, Arts. 55-61.
All chemicals and hazardous substances should be 
properly labeled and stored in accordance w ith 
applicable law s. Workers should receive training, 
appropriate to their job responsibilities, in the safe use of 
chemicals and other hazardous substances.
There are no secondary 
containers for any of the 
chemicals.
Monitors corroborated w ith visual inspection 
during the w alkthrough of the facility.
1) Management to add secondary containment w here all hazardous, toxic, 
f lammable, and corrosive chemicals are stored to minimize the impact of leaks or 
spills. 2) Chemical storage w orkers to receive training appropriate to their job 
responsibilities on the safe use of chemicals or other hazardous materials and on 
cleanup procedures for spills.
June 20, 2007 Not complete: Factory continues to maintain chemical 
drums in production and storage areas w ithout secondary 
containers. Factory management to review  remediation 
points 1-2 from original remediation plan.
Pending Pending: Factory's corrosive, f lammable, and 
hazardous chemicals continue to be stored and 
maintained w ithout secondary containers. 
Factory w alkthrough Pending Pending: Many corrosive, hazardous and f lammable 
chemicals continue to not be stored in secondary 
containers. Issue pending since 2006. Factory 
management to review  original action plan. 
Factory w alkthrough Ongoing No update received. Ongoing Completed: 1) No chemicals detected in production area. Observed that 
colorant w arehouse utilizes secondary containment for the majority of 
chemicals; 3 extractors have been installed for purpose of ventilation. 
Chemicals have been separated according to chemical class (toxic, 
corrosive, etc.), but not by level of hazard. Pending: 2) Observed that 
f lammable chemicals, such as caustic soda and hydrosulfate, continue to 
lack secondary containment. Also lacking secondary containment, acetic 
acid, a corrosive chemical.
Physical observation,  
management 
interview s
Completed
Chemical Management Guatemalan Labor Code 
Title V, Chapter 1, Art. 
197; Guatemalan General 
Regulations on Health and 
Safety at Work Chapter 
IV, Arts. 55-61.
All chemicals and hazardous substances should be 
properly labeled and stored in accordance w ith 
applicable law s. Workers should receive training, 
appropriate to their job responsibilities, in the safe use of 
chemicals and other hazardous substances.
Access to chemicals is neither 
restricted nor controlled (e.g., 
there w as caustic soda in the 
middle of w ashing section).
Workers interview ed had had severe accidents 
from handling chemicals. Arm burns w ere visible 
as a result of improper handling.
1) Management to assign someone responsible for labeling all chemicals and 
conducting regular inspections for leakage. 2) Chemical storage rooms are in an 
area posted "No Smoking" and access is restricted to unauthorized personnel.
June 20, 2007 Very little progress observed. Factory management to 
review  points 1-2 of original remediation plan.
Pending No improvement view ed. Although the majority of 
corrosive and hazardous chemicals are maintained in 
the chemical storage area, a number of chemicals w ere 
observed unlabeled and stored throughout the factory 
production areas.
Factory w alkthrough Pending No improvement made. Issue continues to be same as 
last visit (September 2009), according to management, 
only a day's w orth of chemicals are found on 
production f loor. How ever, these chemicals are still 
accessible to anyone and are improperly kept. Factory 
management to review  original remediation plan and 
ensure all chemicals on production f loor are properly 
labeled, that MSDS posted w herever chemicals found, 
and that chemicals are kept in accordance w ith MSDS. 
Factory w alkthrough Ongoing No update received. Ongoing Completed: 1) [Employee name], department lead for Industrial Safety 
w ill be responsible for this action.  Pending: 2) No caustic soda found in 
production area. How ever, outside of building, there are 2 silos w here 
caustic soda is stored. On day of audit, the silo, painted black, had a pail 
and hose attached to it. Through manual means, chemical w as being 
transferred to the pail, w ith no one present. Making matters w orse, area 
is not restricted and there is no signage (identif ication, hazard or safety). 
It had been raining, and the silos are also exposed to w eather conditions. 
MSDS sheets for chemical located in plastic cover. It is recommended that 
area: a) be identif ied; b) have restricted access for authorized personnel; 
c) have lock and key; d) be protected from w eather, and e) display 
proper signage. Also recommended that any chemical transfer is to be 
completed, not left in mid-process. 
Physical observation,  
management 
interview s
Ongoing Completed: 2a) Factory has built a tank to store its caustic soda; as 
a result, soda is no longer maintained inside the factory. Completed: 
2b) Extinguisher has been equipped in caustic soda area. 
Completed: 2c) MSDS has been posted outside caustic soda area. 
Pending 2d) Factory to draft step-by-step procedure indicating how  
caustic soda w ill be transferred from tank to production.  
Factory 
w alkthrough, 
management 
interview s
Ongoing No improvement observed. Pending Completed: 2D) SOPs have been completed. Next audit to verify that they 
are being implemented correctly and that all involved staff are aw are of the 
SOPs.
Document 
review
Completed
Chemical Management Guatemalan Labor Code 
Title V, Chapter 1, Art. 
197; Guatemalan General 
Regulations on Health and 
Safety at Work Chapter 
IV, Arts. 55-61.
All chemicals and hazardous substances should be 
properly labeled and stored in accordance w ith 
applicable law s. Workers should receive training, 
appropriate to their job responsibilities, in the safe use of 
chemicals and other hazardous substances.
There is no training or PPE to 
prevent accidents.
Workers interview ed had had severe accidents 
from handling chemicals. Arm burns w ere visible 
as a result of improper handling.
1) Management to create and enforce PPE policy and procedures. 2) Train 
employees on these guidelines regularly by retaining the services of a 
professional. 3) Post PPE signs w here appropriate and assign someone 
responsible for policy and procedures implementation.
June 20, 2007 10 w orkers w ere trained on PPE, excluding the entire factory 
w orkforce. Factory management to review  points 1-3 of 
original remediation plan.
Factory documentation 
review
Ongoing Ongoing: 1-2) Factory has begun to provide PPE 
trainings to staff. Trainings scheduled for October 
2009. 3) PPE signage not available in all areas w here 
PPE is required. 
Factory w alkthrough, 
documentation review , 
management and 
w orker interview s
Pending Completed and ongoing: 1-2)  Factory has begun to 
include PPE training for w orkers and signs requiring PPE 
use w ere observed. How ever, some w orkers, 
especially in boiler area, w ere observed not w earing 
earplugs consistently. 
Factory w alkthrough Ongoing No update received. Ongoing Completed: 1) A policy on PPE use has been implemented. Completed: 
2) Company has provided training in chemical and PPE use, as validated in 
w orker interview s. PPE training presented by local representatives of 
[Company name] on October 6, 2011, and attended by day shift w orkers 
and night shift supervisors. Facility provided documentation of training: 
materials, signed attendance list, and photos. Completed: 3) Information 
has been posted on bulletin boards and in chemical w arehouse.
Documentation 
review , training 
docs, w orker and 
management 
interview s
Completed
Chemical Management Guatemalan Labor Code 
Title V, Chapter 1, Art. 
197; Guatemalan General 
Regulations on Health and 
Safety at Work Chapter 
IV, Arts. 55-61.
All chemicals and hazardous substances should be 
properly labeled and stored in accordance w ith 
applicable law s. Workers should receive training, 
appropriate to their job responsibilities, in the safe use of 
chemicals and other hazardous substances.
Several chemicals are labeled in 
English, w hile w orkers using 
them are not bilingual. In color-
mixing kitchen, solvents and 
other chemicals found w ithout 
labels.
Monitors corroborated w ith interview s and a 
w alkthrough of the facility.
Management to assign someone responsible for labeling all chemicals (in local 
language) in areas w here chemicals are stored and in use.  
June 20, 2007 Many chemical drums w ere not labeled in English or Spanish. 
Factory management to review  all chemical drums in 
production and storage areas and ensure they are all labeled 
in Spanish.
Factory visit Pending Pending: 1-2) Most chemicals in production/storage 
areas have some sort of labeling; how ever, many 
labels continue to be in English. Factory does not have 
MSDS for all chemicals in storage and production areas. 
MSDS missing for a number of new  and old chemicals.
Factory w alkthrough Pending 1) Many chemicals continue to be unlabeled or have 
labels in English. Factory management to review  original 
remediation plan, and ensure all chemicals in production 
and storage are being kept as required by their 
respective MSDS and clearly labeled. 2) Factory 
management should designate a person responsible for 
review ing MSDS for all chemicals in use/storage to 
ensure they are adequately maintained based on MSDS 
requirements.
Factory w alkthrough Ongoing No update received. Ongoing Completed: Observed MSDS posted on all chemicals, and in various 
w ork areas w here chemicals are present. Also, all chemicals w ere 
labeled in language of the w orkers. [Employee name], department lead for 
Industrial Safety, is responsible for this action.
Physical observation,  
management 
interview s
Completed
Chemical Management Guatemalan Labor Code 
Title V, Chapter 1, Art. 
197; Guatemalan General 
Regulations on Health and 
Safety at Work Chapter 
IV, Arts. 55-61.
All chemicals and hazardous substances should be 
properly labeled and stored in accordance w ith 
applicable law s. Workers should receive training, 
appropriate to their job responsibilities, in the safe use of 
chemicals and other hazardous substances.
The dark room is used for 
chemical storage, yet there is no 
light in room to read labels or 
MSDS. 
Monitors corroborated w ith visual inspection 
during the w alkthrough of the facility.
1) Chemicals should not be stored in dark room. All chemicals should only be 
stored in a designated chemical storage area aw ay from production room.  
2) All chemical storage areas should meet the MSDS specif ications of the 
respective chemicals being stored, regarding ventilation, storage, secondary 
containment, f ire safety, chemical separation, etc.  
June 20, 2007 No chemicals found in dark room. How ever, stored 
chemicals found in various areas of factory production room. 
1) Factory management to designate chemical storage areas 
in accordance w ith chemical MSDS. 2) Chemicals should 
only be stored in designated chemical storage areas. 3) 
MSDS should be posted in all areas w here chemicals are 
stored. 4) All toxic, corrosive, and f lammable chemicals 
should be stored in secondary containers.
Ongoing 1) All chemicals stored in a storage area equipped w ith 
electricity. 2) Chemical storage does not meet all of 
adidas-Group's chemical storage requirements. Factory 
to review  Chapter 5 of SEA HSE Guidelines.
Factory w alkthrough Pending 1) Chemicals not observed stored in dark room. 2) Main 
chemical storage improved and meets SEA's 
requirements. Chemicals found labeled, MSDS posted, 
and chemicals separated by risk.  
Factory w alkthrough Completed
Chemical Management Guatemalan Labor Code 
Title V, Chapter 1, Art. 
197; Guatemalan General 
Regulations on Health and 
Safety at Work Chapter 
IV, Arts. 55-61.
All chemicals and hazardous substances should be 
properly labeled and stored in accordance w ith 
applicable law s. Workers should receive training, 
appropriate to their job responsibilities, in the safe use of 
chemicals and other hazardous substances.
Chemicals in general storage 
room are stored higher than 
recommended. 
Monitors corroborated w ith visual inspection 
during the w alkthrough of the facility.
1) Management to store materials so w orkers do not risk a fall greater than 1.8 
meters (6 feet) w hen retrieving items. 2) Workers should be trained in safe 
retrieval methods, including portable ladders, mobile ladder stands w ith guard 
rails, and w heel chocks to brace w heels in place. 3) Workers w orking above 1.8 
meters from ground require safety belts or harnesses.
June 20, 2007 Not complete: Chemical drums, inks, etc., continue to be 
stored higher than recommended height of 1.8 meters.
Pending Pending: Chemical drums continue to be stored higher 
than recommended height of 1.8 meters.
Factory w alkthrough Pending Chemical storage has much improved and drums' 
storage has been shortened. How ever, some continue 
to be too high, as they are stored on top of each other. 
This can present a hazardous problem in case of an 
earthquake, as they could fall on someone or cause 
chemicals to spill. 
Factory w alkthrough Ongoing No update received. Ongoing Pending: 1-2) Raw  materials w arehouse found to be in order and its 
aisles cleared of obstruction. How ever, stacking of materials exceeded 2 
meters (over 6 feet) in height. Recommended not to exceed 2 meters in 
height.
Physical observation Pending Pending: 1-2) Per factory w alkthrough, fabric materials continued to 
be w ell above 2 meters.  
Factory 
w alkthrough
Pending No improvement observed. Pending Pending: 1) No change on the day of the audit. Factory 
w alkthrough
Pending
Chemical Management Guatemalan Labor Code 
Title V, Chapter 1, Art. 
197; Guatemalan General 
Regulations on Health and 
Safety at Work Chapter 
IV, Arts. 55-61.
All chemicals and hazardous substances should be 
properly labeled and stored in accordance w ith 
applicable law s. Workers should receive training, 
appropriate to their job responsibilities, in the safe use of 
chemicals and other hazardous substances.
There is no contingency plan in 
case of a chemical spill. 
Worker interview s 1) Management to prepare a contingency plan in case of chemical spills.
2) Emergency procedures must be posted in chemical mixing and storage areas. 
Please review  all MSDS to ensure chemical spill cleanup procedures are w ithin 
specif ications of MSDS.  
June 20, 2007 1) Contingency plan has been drafted. How ever, not all 
w orkers responsible for handling chemicals in production 
and storage areas have not been verbally trained on MSDS 
and chemical spillage procedures.
Pending 1) Chemical management training w on't be held until late 
September 2009. No training has been provided 
betw een August 2008 and July 2009.
Documentation review , 
management interview s
Pending Issue not review ed during audit due to time constraints. 
Factory management to provide information on chemical 
spill contingency plan and trainings provided to w orkers.
Factory w alkthrough Ongoing Completed: 1) Management has developed procedures to control 
chemical spills. Pending: 2) Spill procedure has not been posted. Also, 
during interview s w ith w orkers and supervisors, it w as confirmed that 
employees have not been trained on spill control procedures.
Physical observation, 
management and 
w orker interview s, 
documentation
Ongoing Ongoing: 2) Photos of posted emergency clean up received, but not 
copy of actual procedures. Please send to SEA for verif ication. 3) 
Please provide training materials for next set of trainings to ensure all 
w orkers responsible for handling chemicals have been provided 
verbal training on updated emergency clean up procedures.  
Photos Ongoing Ongoing:  2) Factory has provided "Procedimiento de 
Control de Derrames."  SEA has included additional 
comments for chemical spill clean up procedures.  Once 
factory amends procedures to resubmit to SEA for their 
approval.  
Documentation 
review
Ongoing Pending: 1) No change on the day of the audit. Document 
review
Ongoing
Chemical Management Guatemalan Labor Code 
Title V, Chapter 1, Art. 
197; Guatemalan General 
Regulations on Health and 
Safety at Work Chapter 
IV, Arts. 55-61.
All chemicals and hazardous substances should be 
properly labeled and stored in accordance w ith 
applicable law s. Workers should receive training, 
appropriate to their job responsibilities, in the safe use of 
chemicals and other hazardous substances.
Acetic acid is transported in 
open containers, allow ing 
vapors to escape. 
Monitors corroborated w ith visual inspection 
during the w alkthrough of the facility.
1) Management to create policies and procedures that ensure all chemicals are 
tightly covered in storage, in production and in transport from one section to 
another. 2) Employees transporting chemicals w ear clothing or carry equipment 
providing audible or visible signals to other w orkers to clear the path.
June 20, 2007 1) Acetic acid continues to be in open containers. Factory 
management to review  points 1-2 of original remediation plan.
Pending No progress observed. Factory w alkthrough Pending Acetic acids are no longer transported in open 
containers, and are now  connected directly to machine 
through tubes. 
Factory w alkthrough, 
management interview
Completed
Chemical Management Guatemalan Labor Code 
Title V, Chapter 1, Art. 
197; Guatemalan General 
Regulations on Health and 
Safety at Work Chapter 
IV, Arts. 55-61.
All chemicals and hazardous substances should be 
properly labeled and stored in accordance w ith 
applicable law s. Workers should receive training, 
appropriate to their job responsibilities, in the safe use of 
chemicals and other hazardous substances.
There are insuff icient manual 
pumps to transport chemicals 
from large to small containers.
Monitors corroborated w ith visual inspection 
during the w alkthrough of the facility.
Management to assess the need for additional manual pumps to move chemicals 
from one container to another. 
June 20, 2007 Additional pumps have been purchased. Completed
Ventilation/Electrical/Facility 
Maintenance
Guatemalan Labor Code 
Title V, Chapter 1, Art. 
197; Guatemalan General 
Regulations on Health and 
Safety at Work Chapter III, 
Arts. 23, 38-42.
All ventilation, plumbing, electrical, and lighting services 
shall be provided and maintained to conform to 
applicable law s and prevent hazardous conditions to 
employees in the facility.
Several machines leak w ater, 
therefore producing standing 
w ater in different areas of the 
dyeing section w here electrical 
cables are near. 
Monitors corroborated w ith visual inspection 
during the w alkthrough of the facility.
1) Management to create f loor drains in areas w here w ater stands and to 
remove electrical cables near w et areas. 2) Factory management to designate a 
person to check all electrical w ires and connections to ensure that they are 
properly maintained. 
June 20, 2007 Water continues to leak from various machines. Additionally, 
electrical w ires w ere found in w ater throughout the factory. 
Factory management to review  points 1-2 of factory's 
original remediation plan.
Factory w alkthrough Pending Less w ater w as observed. How ever, electrical cables 
and open holes w ere seen in various areas w ithin 
factory.
Factory w alkthrough Pending Ongoing: Electrical cables continue to be found in w et 
spots. Factory should review  all electrical connections 
and cords to ensure they are kept from w et areas in 
order to avoid f ire or electrocution. 
Factory w alkthrough Ongoing Completed: 1-2) Less w ater w as observed on f loors of dyeing area 
and no electrical cables or w ires w ere in contact w ith w ater. 
Management advised that leaks have been eliminated, and machinery has 
been drained.
Physical observation, 
management 
interview s 
Completed
Ventilation/Electrical/Facility 
Maintenance
Guatemalan Labor Code 
Title V, Chapter 1, Art. 
197; Guatemalan General 
Regulations on Health and 
Safety at Work Chapter III, 
Arts. 23, 38-42.
All ventilation, plumbing, electrical, and lighting services 
shall be provided and maintained to conform to 
applicable law s and prevent hazardous conditions to 
employees in the facility.
Sew ing section has cables w ith 
tape lying on f loor passagew ay.
Monitors corroborated w ith visual inspection 
during the w alkthrough of the facility.
1) Management to remove electrical cables from passagew ay floors. 
2) Train w orkers in charge of electrical connections about proper machine 
installation to minimize risk of accidents.
June 20, 2007 1) Electrical cables had been removed. 2) Factory to train 
w orkers in charge of electrical connections on proper 
electrical connection maintenance.
Pending No cables found in the sew ing area.  Factory w alkthrough Completed
Ventilation/Electrical/Facility 
Maintenance
Guatemalan Labor Code 
Title V, Chapter 1, Art. 
197; Guatemalan General 
Regulations on Health and 
Safety at Work Chapter III, 
Arts. 23, 38-42.
All ventilation, plumbing, electrical, and lighting services 
shall be provided and maintained to conform to 
applicable law s and prevent hazardous conditions to 
employees in the facility.
There is insuff icient ventilation in 
the printing, circulars, and 
texture areas. 
Monitors corroborated w ith visual inspection 
during the w alkthrough of the facility.
1) Management to have building (starting w ith printing, circulars, and texture 
areas) evaluated for heat exhaustion by professionals and to report maximum 
temperature recorded and recommended next steps based on results. 2) A 
maximum of 35°C w ith 60% humidity could be parameters to prevent heat stroke. 
3) Also, air quality test should be conducted to ensure that such is in compliance 
w ith local law  and PC standards. Please advise on plan and timetable of 
execution.
June 20, 2007 No progress made: 1-2) Factory has not had heat 
evaluation. As a result, no remediation steps taken by 
factory management.
Pending Ventilation in printing continues not to be enough as 
temperature w as still too hot. Factory to review  original 
remediation plan.  
Factory w alkthrough Pending Pending: 1-2) Factory w alkthrough, 
management interview
Pending No update received. Ongoing Completed: 1) Management contracted professional [Name] to conduct 
noise, heat, stress, air quality and lighting studies. Study conducted July 
13, 2011.  Ongoing: 2) Circulars, Impresión and Textura areas tested 
betw een 9:31- 9:55 AM, temperature ranged from 26.6°C (79.8°F) to 
28.44°C (83.1°F). Highest temperature registered w as 33.05°C (91.4°F) at 
9 AM in dyeing area. As temperatures taken during cooler parts of day, 
w hat has management done to address high temperature in dyeing area? 
Pending: 3) From air quality study, compared section listed as "front of 
Deltas" (outside of company installations, in front of administrative 
off ices) w ith each w ork area. Follow ing study results and [Professional's 
name] recommendation, company implemented PPE use and provided 
masks to w orkers. Yet, from air quality test study, it is not clear w hy 
measures taken in 1 w ork area, but not others, w hen compared to 
elevated results in "front of Deltas." Recommendations and study 
conclusions not issued in w ritten format; therefore it is not possible to 
verify information during audit. Recommended to request these 
conclusions and recommendation.
Physical observation, 
documentation 
review , interview s
Ongoing Temperature test conducted in July 2012 in "Tintoreria Cerrada;"  
how ever, there is no indication that other areas w ere also tested. 
Additionally, temperature test indicated that the temperature w as 
betw een 20.7 and 37.2°C w ith a humidity betw een 38 and 75.9%. 1) 
Factory management should: a) conduct tests in all production areas, 
b) review  results vis-a-vis type of w ork conducted in each area to 
verify that temperature and humidity is w ithin allow able limits for type 
of w ork conducted in each production area. Areas w ith more physical 
w ork w ill require cooler temperatures and low er humidity. Additionally, 
factory provide air quality tests. Most results met allow able limits; 
how ever, the "tintoreria cerrada" CO results w ere above allow able 
limits (780). Factory to review  and conduct suggestions made by test.  
Test results Ongoing Per factory update, factory has requested a consultant to 
conduct tests.  How ever, no documentation submitted.  To 
be verif ied during next visit.  
Pending Pending: 1) No change on the day of the audit. Pending
Ventilation/Electrical/Facility 
Maintenance
Guatemalan Labor Code 
Title V, Chapter 1, Art. 
197; Guatemalan General 
Regulations on Health and 
Safety at Work Chapter III, 
Arts. 23, 38-42.
All ventilation, plumbing, electrical, and lighting services 
shall be provided and maintained to conform to 
applicable law s and prevent hazardous conditions to 
employees in the facility.
Lighting is insuff icient during 
daytime hours and even w orse 
during night shift.
Monitors corroborated w ith a risk assessment 
and w alkthrough.
1) Management to improve lighting at various production areas to 500-1500 lux or 
higher, depending upon nature of tasks, color of materials, speed of operation, 
and demand of accuracy. 2) Management to commission the assessment of light 
needs in all areas or departments in all factory facilities.
June 20, 2007 No remediation made. Lighting in production area continues to 
be very low .
Pending Pending: Factory continues to have poor lighting 
throughout factory. Factory to review  original 
remediation plan.  
Factory w alkthrough Pending Pending: 1-2) Lighting in various production areas 
continues to be dim. 
Factory w alkthrough Pending Pending: Management did not evaluate lighting requirements in all areas 
or departments prior to facility modif ications w hich took place February to 
June 2011; lighting improvements planned in the follow ing areas: cotton 
w arp, synthetic w arp, f inishing, w eaving, adhesive, dyeing. Details of 
repairs and photos sent to FLA for review . Though lighting improvements 
made in aforementioned areas; according to study done in July 2011, 
lighting improvements are still pending in other areas. These 
improvements have been identif ied by H&S team and submitted to ow ners 
for review  as new  capital investment and improvements. Recommended 
to improve lighting in pending areas w hich w ere also identif ied in study. 
Management 
interview s, physical 
observation
Pending Factory management has improved lighting in certain factory areas by 
increasing access to natural light. How ever, August 2011 tests 
revealed that majority of production areas (24 of 41 areas tested) do 
not meet the adidas-Group standards for lighting. Factory management 
should assess all production/off ice areas to ensure they meet SEA's 
recommendations for lighting.  
Physical 
observation
Pending Pending:  Factory indicated that w ork w as conducted in 
ceiling.  How ever, most of this w ork is regarding the overall 
improvement of the ceiling. There is no information regarding 
how  lighting w as improved and how  areas  that w ere tested 
in 2011 have improved due to this w ork.  Factory 
management to provide information regarding steps to 
improve lighting in the 24/41 areas that did not meet adidas's 
lighting standards.  
Documentation 
review
Pending Pending: 1) No change on the day of the audit. Pending
Sanitation in Facilities Guatemalan Labor Code 
Title V, Chapter 1, Art. 
197. 
All facilities including factory buildings, toilets, canteens, 
kitchens, and clinics, shall be kept clean and safe and 
be in compliance w ith applicable law s.
There is a garbage dump inside 
premises and a maintenance 
w orkspace in this area w hich is 
next to stagnant w ater.
Monitors corroborated w ith visual inspection 
during the w alkthrough of the facility.
Management to remove garbage dump from inside premises to outside and to 
remove stagnant w ater.
June 20, 2007 Garbage dump has been moved outside. Completed
Sanitation in Facilities Guatemalan Labor Code 
Title V, Chapter 1, Art. 
197. 
All facilities including factory buildings, toilets, canteens, 
kitchens, and clinics, shall be kept clean and safe and 
be in compliance w ith applicable law s.
2 of the male toilets w ere not 
functioning, the other toilets 
w ere in need of housekeeping.
Monitors corroborated w ith visual inspection 
during the w alkthrough of the facility.
1) Management to assign someone to be responsible for keeping toilets 
functioning properly, clean, w ell-ventilated and segregated by gender. 2) 
Cleaning schedule should also be set depending on uses and needs of each 
toilet.
June 20, 2007 Not complete: Restrooms continue to be dirty. Factory 
management to review  and implement points 1-2 of original 
remediation plan.
Factory w alkthrough Pending Ongoing: Restrooms observed not to be clean. 
How ever, they all seemed to be w orking. 
Factory w alkthrough Pending Pending: Restrooms close to chemical storage found 
very dirty, w ith a bad odor and not equipped w ith soap 
and drying machine/paper tow els. Factory to review  
original action plan. 
Factory w alkthrough Pending Completed: 1) [Employee name], department lead for Industrial Safety is 
responsible for this action. Starting in September, review  of toilets w ill be 
documented. Completed: 2) Toilets through facility observed in w orking 
condition and supplied w ith soap, tow els and toilet paper. Only 2 toilets in 
dyeing area require repair (tank lid) and supplies. Recommended repair of 
toilets already mentioned; provide electric hand dryers as tow els are not 
hygienic.  
Physical observation Pending This issue w as not review ed during this audit, but w ill be review ed 
during the next adidas-Group audit.
Pending: 2)  For the second consecutive update, the 
factory did not address this issue.  
Pending Pending: 1) No change on the day of the audit. Factory 
w alkthrough
Pending
Sanitation in Facilities Guatemalan Labor Code 
Title V, Chapter 1, Art. 
197. 
All facilities including factory buildings, toilets, canteens, 
kitchens, and clinics, shall be kept clean and safe and 
be in compliance w ith applicable law s.
The sew ing section is crow ded. Monitors corroborated w ith visual inspection 
during the w alkthrough of the facility.
1) Please advise on how  w orkspace areas w ere designed. Advise on number of 
meters per w orkstation used for planning sew ing production area and w hat 
standard w as used to determine this ratio. 2) Analyze square meters of sew ing 
area and number of w orkers in sew ing area. 3) Analyze f ire drill evacuation 
times to verify that each w orker in sew ing area has suff icient clearance to 
evacuate quickly in the event of an emergency. 4) Using the results, determine if 
current space allotment is safe, useable and practical.  
June 20, 2007 1) Factory management to train all managers, supervisors, 
and w orkers on proper w orkstation/aisle management to 
ensure they are obstruction-free at all times. 2) Supervisors 
in each section to conduct periodic inspections on all 
w orkstations, aisles, emergency exits, and emergency 
equipment to ensure they are obstruction-free at all times.
Pending 1) Factory's sew ing section has been cleared up. 2) 
How ever, it is not clear that supervisors/w orkers 
conduct ongoing checks to verify all w orkstations and 
aisles are properly maintained.
Factory w alkthrough Pending Factory's sew ing section observed obstruction free. 
Workers/supervisors have been receiving ongoing 
training on various HSE topics, including f ire safety. 3) 
Factory has 2 staircases for evacuation in case of 
emergency, the second being through the storage area.  
Factory w alkthrough Completed
Sanitation in Facilities Guatemalan Labor Code 
Title V, Chapter 1, Art. 
197. 
All facilities including factory buildings, toilets, canteens, 
kitchens, and clinics, shall be kept clean and safe and 
be in compliance w ith applicable law s.
In some areas, there is lint in the 
ceilings.
Monitors corroborated w ith visual inspection 
during the w alkthrough of the facility.
1) Management to create maintenance program that w ould keep factory buildings 
clean at all times. 2) Remove lint from ceilings. Assign someone responsible for 
program implementation.
June 20, 2007 Some areas of factory continue to have lint. Factory 
management to review  points 1-2 of factory's original 
remediation plan.
Factory visit Ongoing Ongoing: 1-2) Factory's lint in ceiling seemed to be 
improved as factory had recently cleaned it. How ever, 
no w ritten and systematic schedule of cleaning has 
been created.
Factory w alkthrough Ongoing Ongoing: 1-2) Lint seen improved. How ever, some 
areas observed to have high level of lint, including the 
compressor. Factory management to review  original 
action plan and provide information on person 
responsible for verifying that cleaning schedule is 
executed as needed. 
Factory w alkthrough Ongoing No update received. Pending Completed: No lint w as visible in w ork areas, including compressor 
area. Management advised they have implemented housekeeping in all 
areas.
Physical observation, 
management 
interview s
Completed
Sanitation in Dining Area Guatemalan General 
Regulations on Health and 
Safety at Work Chapter 
IV, Art. 10.
All food preparation shall be prepared, stored, and 
served in a sanitary manner in accordance w ith 
applicable law s. Safe drinking w ater should be available 
in each building.
There are no fresh w ater 
fountains. Facility provides some 
bottles, but not enough for entire 
f loor. There is a w ater f ilter, but 
no lab tests or maintenance has 
been documented, so monitors 
w ere unable to guarantee the 
quality of the w ater.
Monitors observed w orkers drinking w ater used 
for w ashing purposes.
1) Management to provide safe drinking w ater in sanitary surroundings for all 
factory w orkers during w orking hours. This may include: boiled w ater, a w ater 
cooler, drinking fountains, treated w ater dispensed through a faucet and 
identif ied for drinking. 2) Also, management to commission an independent study 
of w ater quality.
June 20, 2007 There are some w ater coolers throughout factory. How ever, 
some of them found dirty. Also, not all departments equipped 
w ith w ater coolers. 1) Factory management to review  all 
departments/f loors and ensure they are equipped w ith w ater 
coolers. 2) Factory management to assign a responsible 
person for overseeing w ater coolers and verifying they are 
cleaned on a regular basis.
Factory w alkthrough Ongoing Pending: 1-2) Not all production areas are equipped 
w ith w ater coolers. There are no w ater tests 
conducted. Also, some filters w ere observed dirty. 
Factory w alkthrough Pending 1) Most areas seem to be equipped w ith w ater bottles; 
how ever, it may not be suff icient. Factory management 
to verify that quantity/location of w ater bottles is 
suff icient based on needs of w orkforce. Pending: 2) 
Factory w alkthrough Ongoing Completed: 1-3) Every 6 months results of biological analysis posted; 
results are w ithin established norms under current regulations. Pending: 
4) It w as noticed that f ilter in printing area had an accumulation of lint. It is 
recommended to schedule, conduct and document the cleaning of f ilters. 
Completed: 5) Facility utilizes f ilters (in cafeteria, sew ing area, and 
printing area). Factory to provide maintenance for f ilters: change every 6 
months, and clean on monthly basis. Completed:  6) Facility also 
provides bottled w ater (w ater cooler jugs) to each department on a 
w eekly basis. 
Factory w alkthrough Ongoing Ongoing: 1) Results of w ater tests conducted on April 24 w ere 
review ed.  Results for total coliform and E. Coli w ere w ithin allow able 
limits. How ever, total aerobic bacteria w ere 76 UFC/ML. Factory to 
seek technical assistance to address bacteria issue.  
Water test results Ongoing Ongoing: 1) Factory has w orked w ith w ater quality 
consultants w ho have provided additional steps for better 
maintenance of f ilters located in production and cafeteria; 
and additional f ilter in f inishing.  Additional f ilter w ill be 
purchased and additional maintenance for f ilters in 
production and cafeteria has been approved.  Factory 
management to provide confirmation w hen filter has been 
purchased and additional maintenance is conducted.  Once 
these new  measures are under w ay, factory management 
must ensure to conduct w ater testing to ensure they have 
improved the w ater quality.  
Documentation 
review
Ongoing Ongoing: 1) The tour and documentation (bill of sale) found that the 
company installed a new  filter in the f inishing area on December 3, 2012. 
This new  filter also receives checks of cleaning as the cafeteria and 
clothing. The results of laboratory tests indicate a type Bacteriological high 
count of aerobic bacteria. According to an interview  by telephone w ith the 
healthcare w orker of ECOQUIMSA, this is because the company needs to 
improve their cleaning controls. Moreover, the company has not made any 
physical-chemical laboratory analysis in none of the w ater f ilters. According 
to the lab technician, these tests are also needed to detect w hether the 
w ater is safe for human consumption.
Document 
review , 
management 
interview s, 
factory 
w alkthrough
Pending
Sanitation in Dining Area Guatemalan General 
Regulations on Health and 
Safety at Work Chapter 
IV, Art. 10.
All food preparation shall be prepared, stored, and 
served in a sanitary manner in accordance w ith 
applicable law s. Safe drinking w ater should be available 
in each building.
There is inappropriate food 
handling and storage w hich 
does not comply w ith sanitary 
conditions.
Roaches w ere observed and monitors 
confirmed conditions through w orker interview s.
1) Management to ensure implementation of appropriate measures for sanitary 
food handling and storage that complies w ith local regulations.  
2) Factory management must designate a person w ithin factory to manage and 
ensure that canteen meets the requirements of local regulations. 
June 20, 2007 1) Factory canteen found clean and orderly. 2) How ever, no 
person designated to oversee canteen conditions. Factory 
management must ensure to designate a person w ithin 
factory management to oversee canteen conditions and 
conduct periodic audits of kitchen conditions.
Ongoing Pending: 2) No person designated to monitor canteen's 
conditions and ensure that all food preparation/storage 
is hygienic and properly handled. 
Factory w alkthrough, 
management interview s
Pending Issue w as not review ed during audit due to time 
constrictions. To be review ed during next visit. 
Factory w alkthrough Ongoing No update received. Ongoing Completed: 1-2) Company has taken various measures to remediate 
this: cafeteria has sanitary license issued by Ministry of Health, and pest 
control, health and food handlers' certif icates for personnel w orking in 
cafe, w hich have been issued by Ministry of Health. 
Company also shared inspection reports made of cafeteria on a w eekly 
basis. Kitchen and dining areas observed clean and orderly. Kitchen staff 
in food handling use  head cover, mask, apron and gloves. Person 
responsible for follow ing up on this issue is [Employee name], HR 
assistant.
Documentation 
review , w alkthrough, 
physical observation
Completed
Sanitation in Dining Area Guatemalan Labor Code 
Title V, Chapter 1, Art. 
200; Guatemalan General 
Regulations on Health and 
Safety at Work Chapter 
IV, Art. 10, 28-32, 36-37.
Workers must eat at their 
w orkstations during the night 
shift since canteen is not open 
to provide service.
The monitor's w alkthrough and w orker 
interview s indicated that w orkers bring not only 
food, but small stoves, creating a f ire risk.
1) Factory management to enable night shift w orkers to eat or take their meals at 
factory's canteen instead of their w orkstations. 2) Factory management to create 
and communicate policy prohibiting w orkers from bringing in personal stoves. 3) 
Additionally, factory must provide w orkers w ith microw aves or safe heating 
ovens for w orkers to heat their meals.  
June 20, 2007 No remediation. Workers continue to eat in the production 
area and around the factory during night shift.
Ongoing Pending: Workers continue to eat in the production 
area and around the factory during the evening shift. 
No update provided. 
Worker interview s Pending Pending: 1) This continues to be an issue. Also, it 
appears canteen is not equipped w ith suff icient 
microw aves for w orkers to heat up their food. This is 
particularly a problem on the night shift, as more 
w orkers bring their meals and canteen is closed. 
Factory management is to ensure w orkers are given a 
clean and adequate space to take their evening 
meals/snacks aw ay from production areas. Also, all 
microw aves should be moved from production areas 
(some found in various areas, including "circulares") to 
canteen. Under no circumstances should w orkers be 
allow ed to heat up their food in production areas. 
Factory w alkthrough Ongoing No update received. Ongoing Completed: There are no microw aves on production f loor. Also, 6 
microw aves have been installed in cafeteria, w hich remains open for 
night shift employees. Verif ied through w orker interview s. 
Walkthrough, w orker 
interview s
Completed
Worker Participation Guatemalan General 
Regulations on Health and 
Safety at Work Chapter 
IV, Art. 105.
Workers should be involved in planning for safety, 
including through w orker safety committees.
There is no Health & Safety 
Committee in action.
Monitors corroborated w ith general health and 
safety records and management interview s.  
There w ere no meeting minutes available since 
2004.
Factory management to create H&S Committee in accordance w ith local law  
regulations.
June 20, 2007 Health & Safety Committee has been created.  Ongoing No progress: 1) Factory must create H&S Committee. 
2) Committees' tasks and responsibilities must be clearly 
w ritten and communicated to all committee members. 3) 
Factory management should ensure that H&S Committee 
schedules and conducts meetings regularly and 
maintains copies of meeting minutes.
Documentation review , 
management interview s
Pending 1) Health & Safety Committee has been chosen 
composed of w orkers and compliance manager. 
Currently, H&S Committee is receiving health and safety 
training, including f irst aid and f ire safety.
Factory w alkthrough Ongoing No update received. Ongoing Completed: There is a H&S Committee that is also responsible for 
w orking on all issues of adidas-Group CAP.
Documentation 
review , interview s
Completed
Worker Participation There is no medical facility w ith 
trained personnel.
1) Each w ork area should have supervisors and w orkers professionally trained 
in f irst aid and blood-borne pathogens. Factory management to have professional 
f irst aid providers train at least 1 w orker for every 100 w orkers (1%). 2) 
Trainees should receive certif icates from training; copies should be kept in off ice. 
3) Factory should also have a designated area to treat any minor sickness/injury.  
June 20, 2007 Factory has not scheduled a f irst aid training. Factory must 
have 1 w orker for every 100 w orkers (per shift) trained in 
f irst aid by professional trainers (Red Cross, etc.).
Factory w alkthrough, 
documentation review
Ongoing 1) Factory has begun to provide HSE training.  
How ever, it appears that factory does not have at least 
1/100 w orkers trained on f irst aid in each shift.
Documentation review Pending Ongoing: Factory has begun to provide f irst aid training 
to w orkers. Factory management must verify that there 
is at least 1 w orker for every 100 w orkers trained in 
f irst aid during all shifts. 
Factory w alkthrough, 
management interview s
Ongoing No update received. Ongoing Employees have been trained on f irst aid. Evidence w as provided to 
auditor.
Training records Completed
2
[Status] [Status] [Status] [Status] [Status] [Status] [Status] [Status]
FLA Code/Compliance Issue
Country Law/Legal 
Reference
FLA Benchmark Noncompliance Risk of Noncompliance 
 Evidence of Noncompliance 
(Uncorroborated)
If Not Corroborated, Explain Why
Sources/Documentation Used for 
Corroborating
PC Remediation Plan
Target Completion 
Date
Company Follow Up                                                     
(August 19-20, 2008)
Documentation
Completed, 
Pending, 
Ongoing
Company Follow Up                                           
(September 2009)
Documentation
Completed,  
Pending,  
Ongoing
Company Follow Up                                           
(November 10, 2010)
Documentation
Completed,  
Pending, 
Ongoing
Company Follow Up                                                                           
(July 29, 2011)
Documentation
Completed, 
Pending, 
Ongoing
Company Follow Up                                                                           
(October 2011)
Documentation
Completed, 
Pending, 
Ongoing
Company Follow Up                                                                           
(June 2012)
Documentation
Completed, 
Pending, 
Ongoing
Company Follow Up                                                                           
(January 8, 2013)
Documentatio
n
Completed, 
Pending, 
Ongoing
Company Follow Up                                                                           
(February 26, 2013)
Documentatio
n
Completed, 
Pending, 
Ongoing
External Verification 
(Date)
Documentation
Company Follow Up 
(Cite Date of Planned or 
Follow-up Visit, if 
Appropriate)
Documentation
Company Follow Up 
(Cite Date of Planned or 
Follow-up Visit, if 
Appropriate)
Documentation
Company Verification Follow UpRemediation UpdatesIEM Findings Updates Third-Party VerificationUpdates Updates Updates Company Verification Follow UpUpdates Updates 
Worker Participation Guatemalan Environmental 
Improvement and 
Protection Bill Title III, 
Chapter II, Art. 15.
Wastew ater treatment is 
incomplete.
Monitors corroborated w ith visual inspection 
during the w alkthrough of the facility.
1) Factory management to commission a w astew ater treatment study and 
identify remediation actions. 2) Wastew ater treatment should test for all local 
regulations and PC HSE guidelines.  
June 20, 2007 Factory management has not conducted w ater quality test in 
12 months. Also, pH levels continue to not meet adidas-
Group' HSE guidelines. 1) Factory to assess needs for w ater 
treatment levels based on results. 2) Factory management 
and w ater treatment consultant to verify that results are in 
compliance w ith adidas-Group and Guatemalan w ater quality 
standards. 3) Should factory not meet standards, factory to 
create a remediation plan to ensure future compliance w ith 
standards.
Ongoing This issue w as not review ed during audit; therefore, 
please provide last 3 w astew ater treatment tests 
conducted in w astew ater plant.
Ongoing Factory management to provide copy of last 
w astew ater tests conducted to verify factory is in 
compliance w ith local and SEA standards. 
Ongoing No update received. Ongoing Ongoing. Company used [Laboratory name] to conduct lab tests on 
September 5, 2011. Results indicate meeting adidas-Group standards in 
all aspects, w ith exception of: nitrogen parameter, resulted at a total 5 vs. 
standard of 10; and phosphorus resulted at 2.1 vs. established standard 
of 2. In the future, company has plan for improving w ater treatment plant 
(WWTP), utilizing services of [Laboratory name], w hich also conducted 
technical study of w astew ater. Facility representative responsible for 
follow ing up on this matter is [Employee name], facility maintenance 
assistant manager, w ho explained corrective measures taken to improve 
out of tolerance levels of parameters mentioned. I.e., cleaning 
pipes/tubes; cleaning primary drains/machinery drainage; aerator 
maintenance in primary lagoon. [Employee name] also presented 
documentation supporting purchase of equipment (dispersant). 
Aforementioned documents sent to FLA for review . Regarding test 
results, management w ould like to point out that WWTP is compliant per 
Guatemalan regulations, as nitrogen parameter is 15; current law  
considers this value acceptable through 5/2/2024. The norm (law ) cited, 
by facility management, is Wastew ater Discharge and Reuse of 
Processed Waters and Sludge Disposal Regulations. Next testing 
exercise is scheduled for March 2012. 
Test records Ongoing Per factory w alkthrough, current w astew ater treatment only provides 
oxygen treatment, no additional treatment steps such as chemical or 
biological treatment. As a result, it is highly probable that w astew ater 
does not go through all necessary and required steps before being 
released. Additionally, per January 2012 w astew ater results, at least 
5 of the components tested did not meet either local or SEA Standards. 
Below  is a list of the results and, in parentheses, SEA requirements: 1) 
Demanda Bioquimica de Oxigeno: Results: 360 mg/l (SEA Standards: 
30 mg/l); 2) Demanda Quimica de Oxigeno: Results: 592 mg/l (SEA 
Standards: 125 mg/l); 3) Fosforo Total: Results: 2.84 mg/l (SEA 
Standards: 2 mgl/); Solido suspendidos: Results: 64 mg/l (SEA 
Standards: 50 mg/l). Factory should seek technical and engineering 
advice in the current design of its w astew ater treatment, taking into 
consideration the type of w astew ater and amount being released. It is 
very probable that w ater released does not meet local and SEA 
standards as indicated by January 2012 tests; subsequently, 
contaminated w ater is being released.  
Test results, 
factory 
w alkthrough
Pending Per factory update, factory conducted tests for pollutants 
and metals.  Per w astew ater treatment tests the factory's 
discharged w ater results surpasses legal and/or SEA limits 
for the follow ing pollutants and/or metals:  BOD; suspended 
solids; nickel.  Factory management to w ork w ith external 
consultants to ensure that discharged w ater meets all SEA 
parameters.  For additional information regarding the adidas 
w astew ater parameters, review  section 4.2.6 of the 
Environmental Guidelines.  
Test results Ongoing Pending: 1) No change on the day of the audit. Pending
Worker Participation Guatemalan Environmental 
Improvement and 
Protection Bill Title III, 
Chapter III, Art. 16.
A fuel oil spillage occurred, yet 
no adequate corrective action 
took place.
Monitors corroborated w ith visual inspection 
during the w alkthrough of the facility.
1) Management to prepare a contingency plan in case of chemical spills. 
2) Emergency procedures must be posted in chemical mixing and storage areas. 
3) All w orkers responsible for handling chemicals should be trained on 
emergency/chemical spill cleanup procedures.  
June 20, 2007 1) Contingency plan has been drafted. How ever, not all 
w orkers responsible for handling chemicals in production 
and storage areas have been verbally trained on MSDS and 
chemical spillage procedures.
Ongoing No oil spills observed during factory w alkthrough. 
How ever, no proper emergency chemical spill clean up 
procedure drafted by factory. 
Factory w alkthrough Pending Issue w as not review ed during audit due to time 
constraints. Factory management to provide information 
on chemical spill contingency plan and trainings 
provided to w orkers.
Ongoing No update received. Ongoing Completed: 1) Management has developed procedures to control 
chemical spills. Pending: 2) Spill procedure has not been posted. 
Pending: 3) During interview s w ith w orkers and supervisors, confirmed 
that employees have not been trained on spill control procedures.
Documentation 
review , w alkthrough, 
w orker and 
supervisor 
interview s
Pending Ongoing: 2) Please provide copy of improved emergency plan. 3) 
Have additional trainings been conducted?  
Documentation 
review
Pending Ongoing: 2) Factory has provided "Procedimiento de 
Control de Derrames."  SEA has included additional 
comments for chemical spill clean up procedures.  Once 
factory amends procedures to resubmit to SEA for their 
approval.  
Emergency 
clean up 
procedures
Ongoing Pending: 1) No change on the day of the audit. Pending
Right to Freely Associate Workers w ill have the right to establish and, subject only 
to the rules of the organization concerned, to join 
organizations of their ow n choosing w ithout previous 
authorization.  The right to freedom of association 
begins at the time that a w orker seeks employment, and 
continues through the course of employment.
There is no policy on Freedom of 
Association (FOA).
Monitors corroborated w ith management and 
w orker interview s.
1) Factory management to create FOA policy that includes the follow ing, a) 
defined commitment to respect w orkers' right to participate in associations of 
their ow n choosing and specif ic channels for 2-w ay communication betw een 
w orkers and management on w elfare and production issues; b) defined purpose 
and obligations for non-retaliation to protect employees against negative 
consequences for open communication; c) defined conditions under w hich 
employees are able to select representatives and/or participate in factory 
problem-solving mechanisms; d) assigning someone responsible for 
policy/procedure implementation; and e) creation of employee training plan. 
Documentation to be submitted: Enhanced policies and procedures on FOA 
and w orker representation, including your employee training plan.
June 20, 2007 Not completed: Please review  original remediation plan for 
this issue.
Pending Pending: No FOA policy/training conducted. Management interview Pending Ongoing: Factory has created FOA policy; how ever, it 
is vague and does not indicate w orkers' rights to 
collectively bargain. Additionally, FOA policy has not 
been verbally communicated to all managers, 
supervisors and w orkers. 
Documentation review , 
management interview
Ongoing Pending: No improvement made. Ongoing Pending: No advancement on this issue. Please note that this issue has 
been pending for 5 years. Factory management to immediately review  
original remediation plan.  
Pending No improvement made by the factory. Management 
interview s
Pending No improvement made by the factory. Documentation Pending Pending: 1-3) No change on the day of the audit. Management 
interview
Pending
Wage Benefits Aw areness Employers w ill communicate orally and in w riting to all 
employees in the language of the w orker the w ages, 
incentive systems, benefits and bonuses to w hich all 
w orkers are entitled in that company and under the 
applicable law .
Workers are not aw are of their 
base w age or the value of an 
overtime hour.
Monitors corroborated w ith w orker interview s. 1) Factory management to create and implement training w ork plan that includes 
opportunities for employees to gain know ledge and skills needed to do their jobs 
and aw areness of their rights and responsibilities. 2) Assign someone 
responsible for managing education and training implementation and obligations. 
Documentation to be submitted: education and training w ork plan;  training 
materials; and proposed training dates based on plan. Factory management to 
submit documentation to their main or regional PC representatives.
June 20, 2007 Workers do not understand how  w ages are calculated. 
Factory management to provide verbal training to all w orkers 
on how  w ages (regular and OT), as w ell as vacation and 
other bonuses, are calculated.
Worker interview s Pending Ongoing: 1) Factory has started providing w orkers 
verbal training on how  to calculate w ages, both regular 
and OT. Factory to continue to provide verbal training 
for all w orkers directly regarding w age calculation. 
Documentation review , 
w orker and 
management interview s
Pending Factory has began to provide w orkers verbal training on 
w age calculations and benefits. Factory's HR Manager 
has been made responsible for scheduling and 
providing verbal trainings. Additionally, factory has 
posted explanation on how  w ages are calculated.
Documentation review , 
w orker and management 
interview s
Completed
Wage and Benefits Posting Guatemalan Labor Code 
Title II, Chapter IV, Art. 59.
All notices that are legally required to be posted in the 
factory w ork areas w ill be posted. All legally required 
documents, such as copies of legal code or law , w ill be 
kept at the factory and available for inspection.
Internal rules posted only at 
entrance of factory. According 
to law , they should be posted in 
at least 2 of the most visible 
places and in an easily readable 
font, or else should be printed 
and handed out to w orkers.
Monitors corroborated w ith visual inspection 
during the w alkthrough of the facility.
Management to post at least 2 internal regulation copies in prominent areas. 
Please submit supportive documentation once task is completed.
June 20, 2007 Not completed: "Reglamento Interno" is only found at the 
entrance of the factory.
Pending No update available. To be review ed during next audit. Pending Pending: Reglamento Interno is not posted in 2 different 
areas of factory as required by local law .
Factory w alkthrough Pending Pending: No improvement made. Pending Factory provided photo of Reglamento Interno's second posting. Photos Completed
Time Recording System Time w orked by all employees, regardless of 
compensation system, w ill be documented by time cards 
or other accurate and reliable recording systems such 
as electronic sw ipe cards.
No records of time w orked last 
year w ere available for review . 
During last year, system to register and record 
time w as f ingerprint reader w ith interface to 
payroll program. How ever, lightning struck the 
building and damaged the system. According to 
management, computer specialists assessed 
damage and determined that to access backup 
and convert program w ould have taken an 
indefinite amount of time. 
Factory management must maintain all hours of w ork and payroll records on 
factory premises for at least 2 years. Documents on site should be maintained for 
all current and past w orkers. 
June 20, 2007 Factory hours of w ork/payroll records now  maintained on 
factory premises. How ever, older records are not as 
organized.
Ongoing Completed: Factory has time records for last year. Documentation review Completed
Timely Payment of Benefits All legally mandated deductions for taxes, social 
insurance, or other purposes w ill be deposited each pay 
period in legally defined account or transmitted to legally 
defined agency. This includes any law ful garnishments 
for back taxes, etc. Employer w ill not hold any of these 
funds over from one pay period to another unless law  
specif ies that deposits are to be made less frequently 
than pay periods (e.g., monthly deposits, w eekly pay). If  
law  does not specify, then deposits w ill be made before 
next pay period in all cases.
Social Security payments are 
delayed.
Last receipt acknow ledging payment 
corresponds to July 19-August 29, 2006 period. 
This payment w as not made until September 13, 
2006. This last payment w as obviously delayed, 
and the one corresponding to most recent period 
is still pending at time of the audit.
Factory management to provide an approved back payment agreement from the 
Guatemalan Social Security Institute (IGSS).
June 20, 2007 1) Factory has not paid social security since March 25, 2008. 
2) Additionally, factory management is still not reporting 
w orkers' w ages correctly to Guatemalan Social Security 
Institute; all w orkers reported to be receiving the minimum 
w ages, not reflecting their OT w ages. Since August 2008 
audit, factory has begun to report w orkers' w ages to social 
security correctly, and made payments through June 2008. 
PC is currently getting updates from factory to ensure late 
payments of social security are made in full.
Documentation review , 
management interview
Pending Pending: 1) Factory had paid outstanding w ages up 
until June 2008; how ever, it had not paid social security 
for July 2009. 2) Factory did not pay difference ow ed 
to social security due to under-reporting of w orkers' 
w ages to social security betw een January 30, 2008-
June 2009. Factory management to pay all outstanding 
contributions to social security. Additionally, monthly 
contributions should be cancelled by their due date.
Documentation review , 
management interview s
Pending Factory's payments to IGSS w ere up-to-date and 
properly reported. Additionally, factory made 
outstanding payments to IGSS for months w hen 
w orkers' w ages w ere under-reported.  
Documentation review Completed
9. Hours of Work
Forced Overtime Under extraordinary business circumstances, 
employers w ill make extensive efforts to secure 
voluntary overtime w ork prior to mandating involuntary 
overtime.
There is mandatory overtime for 
several w orkers due to 
factory's shift structure.
Monitors corroborated w ith management and 
w orker interview s as w ell as w ith an analysis 
of payroll documents and recent time cards.
1) Factory management to create voluntary OT policy/procedure allow ing 
w orkers to decline to OT w ithout receiving any repercussions. 2) Factory 
management must base its regular schedule on local law . OT should not be 
included in regular shift. 3) Factory management to verbally train all managers, 
supervisors, and w orkers on voluntary OT policy. 4) HR to provide w orkers w ith 
a w ay to communicate in any instances w here they feel obligated to w ork OT.  
June 20, 2007 1) Voluntary OT Policy has been created; how ever, w orkers 
continue to have to give a "pass" in order to leave factory 
after regular w ork day. Factory management to review  
points 2-4 of original remediation plan.
Ongoing 1) No complaints from w orkers regarding forced OT. 
Factory has created hours of w ork policy; how ever, 
policy should clearly indicate all OT is considered to be 
voluntary. Based on factory's 12-hour shifts, it may still 
be diff icult for w orkers to decline OT, as their shifts are 
4 hours longer than regular HOW. Therefore, factory 
should review  and implement points 3-5 of original 
action plan to ensure all OT is strictly voluntary. 
Documentation review , 
w orker and 
management interview s
Pending Completed: 1-4) Factory has decreased hours of 
w ork; as a result, w orkers' HOW no longer surpass 60 
hour limit. Factory hired additional w orkers to bring 
excessive hours of w ork dow n and to ensure they do 
not go beyond legal limits. Issue to be review ed during 
next visit to ensure remediation is sustainable. 
Documentation review , 
w orker and management 
interview s
Completed and 
ongoing
Re-Opened: Review ed documentation (payment voucher and enter and 
exit time clock marks) found that some w orkers w orked a total of 82 hours 
(44 regular + 38 overtime) during the w eek of January 28 to February 3, 
2013. 
Hours of w ork 
records
Pending
Overtime Limitations Guatemalan Labor Code 
Title III, Chapter III, Arts. 
116, 122.
Except in extraordinary business circumstances, 
employees w ill (1) not be required to w ork more than the 
lesser of (a) 48 hours per w eek and 12 hours overtime 
or (b) limits on regular and overtime hours allow ed by 
law  of country of manufacture or, w here law s of such 
country w ill not limit hours of w ork, the regular w ork 
w eek in such country plus 12 hours overtime; and (2) 
be entitled to at least 1 day off in every 7 day period. An 
extraordinary business circumstance is a temporary 
period of extra w ork that could not have been 
anticipated or alleviated by other reasonable efforts.
Most w orkers normally w ork up 
to 72 hours a w eek. Factory 
operates 24 hours a day, 
Monday through Saturday 
(implying 12 hour shifts). Very 
seldom do w orkers end their 
shift beforehand; sometimes 
they w ork on Sundays.
Monitors review ed adidas-Group's strategic 
monitoring action plan for factory, payroll 
documents and recent time cards. They also 
conducted management and w orker interview s.
1) Factory management must ensure all hours of w ork (including OT) do not 
surpass 60 hours a w eek. 2) All shifts should be based on local law  and should 
not have OT included. 3) Factory management must ensure to provide all w orkers 
w ith 1 day off in 7.  4) Factory management must study capacity vs. number of 
w orkers to verify how  many additional w orkers w ill be needed to address 
excessive OT hours. 
June 20, 2007 1) Factory management reduced HOW; w orkers are 
maintaining 60 hour limit. How ever, factory does not maintain 
daily/w eekly control of each individual w orker, but of entire 
departments as a w hole. Factory management should 
ensure daily or w eekly OT of each individual w orker to 
ensure they don't surpass 60 hour limit.
Ongoing Ongoing: 1-4) Although factory has improved HOW, a 
number of w orkers seen to be w orking over 70 hours a 
w eek. 
Documentation review Pending Completed: 1-4) Factory has decreased hours of 
w ork; as a result, w orkers' HOW no longer surpass 60 
hour limit. Factory hired additional w orkers to bring 
excessive hours of w ork dow n and ensure they do not 
go beyond legal limits. Issue to be review ed during next 
visit to ensure remediation is sustainable. 
Documentation review , 
w orker and management 
interview s
Completed and 
ongoing
Re-Opened: Review ed documentation (payment voucher and enter and 
exit time clock marks) found that some w orkers w orked a total of 82 hours 
(44 regular + 38 overtime) during the w eek of January 28 to February 3, 
2013. 
Hours of w ork 
records
Pending
Reduce Mandated OT Employer w ill demonstrate commitment to reduce 
mandated overtime and to enact a voluntary overtime 
system to meet unforeseen situations.
Over a year has passed since 
f irst company audit w hen this 
issue w as reported; yet, shift 
structure continues to be same.
Monitors corroborated through management and 
w orker interview s, analysis of payroll 
documents and recent time cards.
1) Factory management must ensure all hours of w ork (including OT) do not 
surpass 60 hours a w eek. 2) All shifts should be based on local law  and should 
not have OT included. 3) Factory management must ensure to provide all w orkers 
w ith 1 day off in 7.  4) Factory management must study capacity vs. number of 
w orkers to verify how  many additional w orkers w ill be needed to address 
excessive OT hours. 
June 20, 2007 1) Factory management reduced HOW; w orkers are 
maintaining 60 hour limit. How ever, factory does not maintain 
daily/w eekly control of each individual w orker, but of entire 
departments as a w hole. Factory management should 
ensure daily or w eekly OT of each individual w orker to 
ensure they don't surpass 60 hour limit.
Ongoing Ongoing: 1-4) Although factory has improved HOW, a 
number of w orkers seen to be w orking over 70 hours a 
w eek. 
Documentation review Pending Completed: 1-4) Factory has decreased hours of 
w ork; as a result, w orkers' HOW no longer surpass 60 
hour limit. Factory hired additional w orkers to bring 
excessive hours of w ork dow n and ensure they do not 
go beyond legal limits. Issue to be review ed during next 
visit to ensure remediation is sustainable. 
Documentation review , 
w orker and management 
interview s
Completed and 
ongoing
Voluntary OT Overtime hours w orked in excess of code standard w ill 
be voluntary.
Overtime beyond 60 hours is 
mandatory, as is overtime after 
regular hours.
Management and w orker interview s, analysis of 
payroll documents and recent time cards.
1) Factory management must ensure all hours of w ork (including OT) do not 
surpass 60 hours a w eek. 2) All shifts should be based on local law  and should 
not have OT included. 3) Factory management must ensure to provide all w orkers 
w ith 1 day off in 7. 4) Factory management must study capacity vs. number of 
w orkers to verify how  many additional w orkers w ill be needed to address 
excessive OT hours. 
June 20, 2007 1) Factory management reduced HOW; w orkers are 
maintaining 60 hour limit. How ever, factory does not maintain 
daily/w eekly control of each individual w orker, but of entire 
departments as a w hole. Factory management should 
ensure daily or w eekly OT of each individual w orker to 
ensure they don't surpass 60 hour limit.
Ongoing Ongoing: 1-4) Although factory has improved HOW, a 
number of w orkers seen to be w orking over 70 hours a 
w eek. Also, due to factory's shift structure, w orkers 
may not decline to w ork OT as they are needed to 
complete production goals during each shift. 
Documentation review Pending Completed: 1-4) Factory has decreased hours of 
w ork; as a result, w orkers' HOW no longer surpass 60 
hour limit. Factory hired additional w orkers to bring 
excessive hours of w ork dow n and ensure they do not 
go beyond legal limits. Issue to be review ed during next 
visit to ensure remediation is sustainable. 
Documentation review , 
w orker and management 
interview s
Completed and 
ongoing
Re-Opened: Review ed documentation (payment voucher and enter and 
exit time clock marks) found that some w orkers w orked a total of 82 hours 
(44 regular + 38 overtime) during the w eek of January 28 to February 3, 
2013. 
Hours of w ork 
records
Pending
OT Compensation Aw areness Workers shall be informed about overtime compensation 
rates through oral and printed means.
No posting of information 
regarding overtime 
compensation rates. Workers 
are unaw are of their 
compensation rates for 
overtime.
Monitors corroborated w ith a w alkthrough of the 
facility as w ell as w ith w orker interview s.
1) Factory management to provide verbal training to all w orkers regarding w age 
compensation for all hours w orked (regular and OT). 2) Wage compensation 
information should also be posted in accessible areas to w orkers, such as in the 
cafeteria, to ensure w orkers have access to them in case they have any 
questions.  
June 20, 2007 Factory has posted information about w ages; how ever, no 
verbal training has been provided to w orkers. Factory 
management to review  points 1-2 of remediation plan.
Factory w alkthrough Ongoing Ongoing: Factory has begun to provide verbal training 
to w orkers on w age calculations. Factory to continue to 
provide w orkers training on w age calculation upon hire 
and at least once annually during annual review  of 
factory policies w ith w orkers. 
Documentation review , 
w orker and 
management interview s
Pending Completed: Factory has posted information on how  to 
calculate w ages and benefits. Additionally, factory 
management has begun to provide verbal training during 
ongoing factory policy training. 
Documentation review , 
w orker and management 
interview s
Completed
Miscellaneous
Additionally to their compensation for regular hours of w ork, employees w ill be compensated for overtime hours at such 
premium rate as is legally required in the country of manufacture or, in those countries w here such law s w ill not exist, at 
a rate at least equal to their regular hourly compensation rate.
8. Wages and Benefits
10. Overtime Compensation
Employers recognize that w ages are essential to meeting employees’ basic needs. Employers w ill pay employees, as a 
base, at least the minimum w age required by local law  or the prevailing industry w age, w hichever is higher, and w ill 
provide legally mandated benefits.
Except in extraordinary business circumstances, employees w ill (1) not be required to w ork more than the lesser of (a) 
48 hours per w eek and 12 hours overtime or (b) the limits on regular and overtime hours allow ed by the law  of the 
country of manufacture or, w here the law s of such country w ill not limit the hours of w ork, the regular w ork w eek in 
such country plus 12 hours overtime; and (2) be entitled to at least 1 day off in every 7 day period.
Employers w ill recognize and respect the right of employees to freedom of association and collective bargaining.
7. Freedom of Association and Collective Bargaining
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